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Distribution over a network may sound a bit old-fashioned; documents, files and programs have been distributed
over networks for quite a long time. The difference with the new distributed architectures is that they have extended
the term distribution to include applications consisting of scattered parts, i.e. distributed components. A distributed
environment has many advantages, for example, parts of applications can be distributed to the computers best
meeting their demands.

The two main competitors in the area of distributed architecture are Microsoft and the Object Management Group
(OMG). Microsoft is fighting for its Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) and OMG for its Common
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA).

Covered in this report is DCOM, with purpose to examine what demands a distributed component should meet, and
what a distributed component’s targeted system should look like.

DCOM was found to provide rich support for distributed computing in a Windows environment. DCOM
components are easily assembled into fully adequate applications. DCOM has, since it was first shipped in 1996
matured quickly in the Windows environment. This especially holds for the easy management of DCOM
applications.

Today, businesses ranging from middle sized to large, are the ones best suited for DCOM implementations. This
will however change when DCOM over the Internet reaches a more mature level, and DCOM applications will then
span all PC-computer markets.
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The goals of the project, as stated in the project specification are:
1. Gain competence in Microsoft’s architecture for distributed components, on behalf of Upec EdiCom.
2. Gain knowledge in which criteria that should be fulfilled for:

a) A component to be able to provide a value-added functionality/service in a distributed architecture.
b) A target system to be able to benefit of a distributed component.

���� /D\RXW
The focus of the report lies in the understanding of concepts behind Microsoft’s distributed architecture. How do the
different parts of it work? How do they work in conjunction with each other? What possibilities are there with
DCOM?

The report begins with a discussion on components, followed by another discussion on distributed systems. The
reader is then confronted with Microsoft’s different technologies that its distributed architecture is based on. Then a
brief analysis of DCOM is presented followed by a discussion on how, who, where and when DCOM is/could
be/should be used and who is using DCOM, as well as some objective conclusions on DCOM. The forthcoming
evolution of Microsoft’s distributed architecture is explained, and the thesis is eventually brought to an end with a
comparison of DCOM and CORBA.
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Shortly described, a component can be said to be an encapsulated piece of software that is only accessible via its
interfaces – as depicted in [1]. A component should further be designed for easy composition to other components.

A component can be viewed as a coarser grained object that can be divided into three separated parts:

• 6SHFLILFDWLRQ
• 'HVLJQ
• ([HFXWDEOH

The VSHFLILFDWLRQ of a component is a description of the semantics. The specification contains information about
how the component can be used and what result the component delivers. This is in the case of COM/DCOM handled
with the IDL - Interface Definition Language, which describes the interfaces of a component. The interfaces must
declare what methods are available in a component, how those methods are called (with what parameters), and what
their return values are. It is very important that the specification is correct, as a component making use of another
component only accesses the other component through the other one’s interface. Apart from interfaces, the
specification will also include some kind of describing text that can be either read by a human directly or through
some kind of “translator” tool. This is important for “assemblers” - persons that will use components to put
applications together.

The GHVLJQ is the actual implementation of a component, i.e. the code that the component is based upon.

The H[HFXWDEOH is the platform dependent data (machinecode/bytecode) which delivers the component’s capability
on a designated platform.

A component is often referred to as a service. This is due to the fact that a component will fulfill some kind of
contract between the component and the components consumer. A contract is based on the specifications of
components. One component declares that it provides one kind of service and another component, the consumer,
makes use of that one.

How or in which programming language the component is constructed doesn’t matter, it is the functionality
described through the interface that is important. This will open up a market for plug-and-play components. A
new/upgraded component is inserted and the application dynamically adapts to it.

A component can be regarded as the practical implementation of the object oriented model, focusing on coarser
grained objects or business components.

([DPSOH�
A spell-checker is used as an example of a component in [2]. A spell-checker can be implemented as a component
and incorporated into an editor. The company creating and updating the editor (company E) might have bought the
spell-checker component from company A. But then company B comes up with a component that is twice as fast as
company A’s. As E would like to stay competitive on the market with the best editor, it buys B’s spell-checker
component. As the spell-checker is built as a component, it is not a big issue for E to distribute this new spell-
checker. It is just to install the new component, and the next time someone want to use the spell-checker B’s
component is launched.

���� :K\�FRPSRQHQWV"
Components and the concept of standalone objects that can plug-and-play across networks, applications, languages,
tools and operating systems are quite new to the software industry. For components to be able to support that
concept, a new infrastructure is needed. Such architectures are however being developed, and the development of
components and architectures are tightly integrated.
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������ 3URV�DQG�FRQV�RI�FRPSRQHQWV
3URV�
• Easy enhancements.
• Simpler and faster upgrades of applications.
• Adaptability.
• More effective as different parts of a development team easily can work on their own specific components.
• Legacy applications and systems can be wrapped as components and thus used with new software too.

&RQV�
• Time-consuming development.
• Assemblers possibly needed.
• Component-based development is quite complex at the moment.

7LPH�FRQVXPLQJ�
Development of components requires more modeling than traditional development if the benefits of using
components will be achieved. One reason to that is that an interface never changes. That is one of the most
important rules within component-based development, the implementation of an interface however could change.
Anyway, because interfaces are persistent, they must be designed with some caution in mind:

• Is it flexible enough? (Can it be used within future applications as well as other applications of today?)
• Is it too flexible? (Does the flexibility deteriorate the performance of the component?)

These questions should be answered before the implementation of the component starts. If a development project is
divided up between different groups, then well described behaviors and interfaces are needed so that the developers
know what their guidelines are. If not, the resulting pieces of the different groups would probably not fit together.

$VVHPEOHUV�SRVVLEO\�QHHGHG
Assemblers will be needed to assemble components into applications. Assemblers will be the ones understanding
how the components can be linked together for maximum performance and maximum flexibility. Assemblers will
constitute a new kind of developer that is needed, and it will take some time to educate them.

&RPSRQHQW�EDVHG�GHYHORSPHQW�LV�TXLWH�FRPSOH[�DW�WKH�PRPHQW�
The most common component models today require a lot more knowledge from the developer than programming in
pure C++ do for example. Furthermore, there are not many tools available, which facilitate the design and
implementation of components (such as the tools from Rational1 for different programming languages).

���� &RPSRQHQWV�YV��2EMHFWV
There is no standard definition of what a component actually is, but there has been a lot of discussion on this topic.
The diffuse description of a component, given by Heinz-W. Schmidt in [3] is typical – “Components are large grain
objects. They comprise other auxiliary objects and are subject to interoperability requirements […] components
combine distributed objects with contracts and substitutability”. It seems like there are no easy explanations to what
a component really is, and if there are any differences between a component and an object. They both aim for the
same goals, but they intent to score in different manners.

The “definition” of a component and an object does not differ very much, so rather than examining their
“definitions”, they should be examined by the way they are incorporated in practical use.

A high-level description of a component that could also be applied to an object is presented in [1], where it is said
that a component should:

                                                          
1 Rational (www.rational.com) has tools for design and reengineering. The designer use graphical tools for
designing of classes, the classes’ methods and the relationships between the classes. It is then possible to get a
skeleton of code out from the tool and the reverse is then also possible (get the design out of the code).
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• Offer operations.
• Be interchangeable with other components offering the same specification.
• Be encapsulated.
• Have the possibility to be tested, standardized and reused.

In addition, a component may also depend on other components for its behavior.

I will not step into a deep discussion about the difference between an object and a component, but the major
differences are shown in table 1, below.

2%-(&7 &20321(17
��$FFHVV�5HXVH In the code level – necessary to compile every

change.
In the specification level. Independent of
different languages or environments.

���,QFRUSRUDWLRQ Through compiling and replacement of the old
code.

Dynamic incorporation at run-time.

���(QFDSVXODWLRQ Programmer driven. Interface enforced.

���2ULHQWDWLRQ Technology-oriented. Business-oriented1

���*UDQXODULW\ Fine-grained. Coarse-grained.

���'HYHORSPHQW Standards-based. Language-based.

���6WDQGDUGV Open standards. Proprietary standards.
)RRWQRWH��,W�VKRXOG�EH�QRWLFHG�WKDW�WKH�ILUVW�SRLQW��WKDW�RI�UHXVH�LQ�WKH�FDVH�RI�D�FRPSRQHQW�LVQ¶W�DFFXUDWH�IRU�WKH�PRPHQW��DV�WKHUH
DUH�QRW�DQ\�FRPSRQHQWV��\HW��WKDW�VXSSRUW�HYHU\�HQYLURQPHQW�DQG�ODQJXDJH�

7DEOH��� &RPSDULVRQ�RI�REMHFWV�DQG�FRPSRQHQWV�

                                                          
1 “Components are business-oriented” simply means that components are described by their functionality and not by
how they perform a specific task. Components provide services, as opposed to objects, which provide operations.
Components should be on a level so that “everyone” can understand them (such as a “spell-checker component”).
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�� &%'���&20321(17�%$6('�'(9(/230(17
Component-based development has gained a lot of interest ultimately. A lot of people believe that components are
going to be the new “era” in software development. When Butler Group [1] discusses component-based
development it is called “the industrialization of software delivery”. It is a strong expression, but if you look at the
possibilities of components, it is with no doubt quite suitable. Components open up a brand new market to the
development industry. Business services can be designed as components and thus they are inherently reusable, as
opposed to being designed for obsolescence. Developers can create components with certain functionality and sell
them as plug-ins to customers. The customers can either be companies using the components for their own
applications or they can be end users adding them into their existing applications as upgrades or extensions, which is
similar to how plug-ins for web browsers work.

As component-based development is a quite new phenomenon, organizations with influence in this area are trying to
introduce new concepts to the development industry. Most of these concepts should be appropriate for the object-
oriented and generic development as well.

���� 6WHSV�WR�&%'
Important steps when developing components:

• 0RGHOLQJ
• $FTXLVLWLRQ
• %XLOG
• $VVHPEO\
• :UDSSLQJ
• ([HFXWLRQ

������ 0RGHOLQJ
The needs for modeling are: to understand which components to build, to divide up a large complex project and
ensure the resulting pieces will fit together again, to ensure clear communications between a component supplier
and consumer.

It is important that the problems are broken down to correct useful parts (components). To ensure that the
application will feature long term adaptability, widespread reuse and physical deployment, it is very important that
the components developed are well modeled.

Consider an application development team that is divided up into smaller groups, where each group develops their
own components, to finally join all the components to assemble the application. The modeling must be deep enough
to provide the groups with sufficient information about the components of the other groups, if the components are
going to interoperate. Therefore it should be ensured that all the groups follow the specification for the components,
acquired in the modeling process.

A standard way of communicating the behavior of software, independent of how it is implemented would be needed
in the modeling. A solution to this problem could be underway through UML – Unified Modeling Language.
According to [1], UML will be used in every new object-oriented software project after 1999.

������ $FTXLVLWLRQ
The acquisition process spans from identification of appropriate components to obtainment of those components.
Included in this process are requirements definition, searching, evaluation and selection, together with management
aspects which will include legal, economic, organizational and measurement issues.

Although definitions of application requirements have been used by companies for a long time, the process of
defining requirements will not be the same with components. When dealing with components it is important to take
into account the current as well as the planned interface architecture. Finding the right components is not easy, but
there are several catalogs available through the Internet, where searches can be made:
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• http://browserwatch.internet.com/activex.html - ActiveX controls
• http://www.javasoft.com/beans/index.html      -  JavaBeans
•   http://www.software.ibm.com/ad/visage/rc/    -  Component catalog for IBM VisualAge (incl. Java, C++,

Smalltalk and COBOL)

������ %XLOG
The primary target is to deliver an “encapsulated piece of software” that is only accessible through its interfaces.
The components should be built for reuse, independent of specific applications. Built for reuse means that the
component should be sufficiently generic to facilitate its reuse in future projects.

The authors of [1] points out that there are some generalizations that make a component more reusable. The two
most appropriate ones are:

• :LGHQLQJ – Extending the requirements of a component makes it more probable that the component can be
reused in the future.

• &RQILJXUDELOLW\�– Building smaller set of components instead of one big that satisfies all requirements. The
components can then be combined in different ways to meet various demands.

������ $VVHPEO\
The assembly process can be thought of as a process equal to the one constructing a car of different parts, from
different suppliers.

The assembler (the person working with the assembly of components) will have to be well informed about what
components are available, and how to acquire, customize and extend them.

Conceivable actions to be performed in the assembly process are:

• 8,�GHVLJQ – Components may come with general UI elements and must in that case be customized.
• :RUNIORZ�DQG�SURFHVV�FRQWURO – Concatenation of components and design of the manner of execution.
• 7HVWLQJ�DQG�GHEXJJLQJ�– Testing of the application during the construction. The participating components

should be tested individually, before the start of the assembly.

������ :UDSSLQJ
A wrapper is a layer of software that provides alternative interfaces around the code that is wrapped. This could be
used when dealing with legacy applications or existing applications that need to be ported to different environments.
Wrapping can often be considered the best choice if comparing the effort required to wrap an application and
building the ideal solution from scratch. Reasons for wrapping instead of building that are given in [1] are:

• Other existing systems are dependent on the application. Ensuring that a new component still feeds these
dependent systems could take considerable effort.

• Time and effort taken to wrap can be considerably less than building a new component. The more complex the
application being wrapped, the greater the saving.

• Skills to build a new replacement may be in short supply.

������ ([HFXWLRQ
When it comes to execution the environment must be considered. Will the application run on Windows, or UNIX?

The architectures (goes along with the environments) that most IS (Information Services) managers consider are
Microsoft or non-Microsoft architectures. A Microsoft architecture consists of COM/DCOM1 with MTS2 and
MSMQ3. Non-Microsoft architectures are mainly different vendor implementations of CORBA1. The Microsoft
architecture is covered in-depth in this report with some relations to CORBA taken into account (see chapter 16).

                                                          
1 COM/DCOM are abbreviations for Component Object Model/Distributed COM.
2 MTS is the abbreviation for Microsoft Transaction Server.
3 MSMQ is the abbreviation for Microsoft Message Queue.
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���� +RZ�FDQ�&%'�LPSURYH�WKH�VRIWZDUH�DSSOLFDWLRQ"
A general discussion of component-based development and its fulfilling of the ISO 9126, which is a generic
definition of software quality, has been performed by Richard Veryard in [4]. In the following part, he evaluates the,
in ISO 9126, six desirable characteristics used to measure quality of software.

)XQFWLRQDOLW\ Use of pre-existing components allows faster delivery of greater functionality.

0DLQWDLQDELOLW\ The modular structure of a component-based solution allows individual components to be
replaced easily.

8VDELOLW\ Use of standard components supports commonality of GUI. CBD also supports desktop
integration, which gives the user a single view of heterogeneous data.

(IILFLHQF\ Performance bottlenecks can be identified, and the need for performance tuning can then
usually be localized in a small number of performance-critical components. Components can
be internally optimized to improve performance, without affecting their specification;
components can be moved between platforms to improve performance, without affecting the
functionality or usability of the application.

5HOLDELOLW\ Given a formal and complete specification of a component, the reliability of a component
comes down to the simple question: does the component provide a correct and complete
implementation of its specification. The reliability of the application as a whole is a separate
issue, but is clearly enhanced when the application is constructed from reliable components.

3RUWDELOLW\ The specification of a component is platform-independent. A component can be quickly rebuilt
for a new platform, without affecting any other component. (With some tools, this will often
require no alteration to the internal design, merely a regeneration of the executable portion.)

                                                                                                                                                                                          
1 CORBA is the abbreviation for Common Object Request Broker Architecture. CORBA is developed by the Object
Management Group (OMG).
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�� ',675,%87('�6<67(06
A distributed system is in [5] defined:

$�GLVWULEXWHG�V\VWHP�LV�D�FROOHFWLRQ�RI�LQGHSHQGHQW�FRPSXWHUV�WKDW�DSSHDU�WR�WKH�XVHUV�RI�WKH�V\VWHP�DV�D�VLQJOH
FRPSXWHU�

���� 'LVWULEXWHG�V\VWHPV�YV��&HQWUDOL]HG�V\VWHPV
The reasons why anyone would like to use a distributed system in regard to a centralized system are mainly:

��� 3HUIRUPDQFH�YV��FRVWV
��� 5HOLDELOLW\
��� 6FDODELOLW\

1. A big mainframe computer is more expensive than a collection of smaller computers, even if the small
computers together have the same computing power as the mainframe.

2. If a system is based on a mainframe computer and that one goes down, the whole system will be down. If, on
the other hand the system is based on many small computers the loss of one or a few of those computers is not
necessarily critical for the functionality of the system.

3. If more computer power is needed, another computer (or computers) can easily be added to the distributed
system, which wouldn’t be possible in a centralized system. Also, imagine a big central computer situated in
New York, handling all the computing in the USA. Even if it was possible to create a computer that could work
that fast, the network that connected to this mainframe wouldn’t be able to prevent congestion.

A distributed system is, if correctly made, superior to a centralized one, but a distributed system is much harder to
create and maintain. There are today no implementations of a distributed system that provide all the requirements of
a good distributed system (a system with answers to all issues described below in 5.2). Even if not all goals are
reached, distributed systems are mostly the best choice.

To maintain the single system image1 there should be a single, global interprocess communication mechanism
allowing any process to talk to any other process. Furthermore, the security scheme should be global, not a mix of
access control lists, capabilities, or UNIX protection bits, as that would hardly export the image of single system.
The same global requirement goes for process management. Finally, the file system should look the same
everywhere, as having different file systems on different machines would raise problems with naming and the global
hierarchical file system.

���� 7DVNV�WR�GHDO�ZLWK�IRU�D�'LVWULEXWHG�6\VWHP
Five important issues to be solved in a distributed system are ,QWHURSHUDELOLW\, 9HUVLRQLQJ, /DQJXDJH
LQGHSHQGHQFH��)DXOW�WROHUDQFH and 6FDODELOLW\.

������ ,QWHURSHUDELOLW\
,QWHURSHUDEOH�V\VWHPV are in [3] defined as systems that are composed from autonomous, locally managed,
heterogeneous components, which are required to cooperate to provide complex services.

This means that:
1. The components of such a system should be able to operate independently of the other components in its

environment.
2. It should be possible to manage the components locally, even if they are physically distributed.

                                                          
1 Single system image means that the system is transparent to the users and no matter where the system is accessed it
always looks the same.
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3. The components may be implemented using different programming languages and they achieve similar goals in
different ways.

4. The components in the system should be able to interact (efficiently) to achieve shared goals.

������ 9HUVLRQLQJ
The problem with YHUVLRQLQJ�is that components relying on some interfaces must be able to trust that the interfaces
functionality are not changed when their versions are changed. If not, the components implementing a changed
interface might not produce the same results as earlier. This cannot of course be accepted as the whole idea of
components and their reusability would vanish.

Consider an example:
A component used to calculate the number of users logged on to a company’s network could be used by a diverse
number of applications. One application that uses the component to calculate the mean number of employees logged
on to the network, wouldn’t be very pleased if an interface (that the component implemented) was changed so that
the calculation now considered the number of free hosts on the network.

������ /DQJXDJH�LQGHSHQGHQFH
/DQJXDJH�LQGHSHQGHQFH simply means that it shouldn’t matter in what language or how a component has been
implemented. Independently of how it was created, it will be able to communicate with other components
implemented differently.

������ )DXOW�WROHUDQFH
Leslie Lamport once defined a distributed system as ³RQH�RQ�ZKLFK�,�FDQQRW�JHW�DQ\�ZRUN�GRQH�EHFDXVH�VRPH
PDFKLQH�,�KDYH�QHYHU�KHDUG�RI�KDV�FUDVKHG´��This has often been true and still often is. In a distributed system it
cannot be accepted that if one machine (although one important) goes down it removes the availability of the rest of
the system. If that happens, the system does not achieve )DXOW�WROHUDQFH� A system that is fault tolerant masks
failures, hiding them from the users so that they never get the feeling of that the system is having problems.

������ 6FDODELOLW\
The ability of a system to scale, its VFDODELOLW\�is indeed very important to a distributed system. Users (i.e. hosts),
servers and tools are likely to be added to the system over time. If introducing a new user to the system requires a
day of work to complete it isn’t very flexible. If the network traffic on the distributed system is slowed down
(distinguishable by users) just because there are 100 users today instead of 10 which were the case when the system
was started up, it doesn’t scale well. There is a guideline covering centralization that should be considered when
designing distributed systems.

• Avoid centralized components, tables and algorithms.

Centralized components and centralized tables stick much together. They are not used that much today as the old
architecture with one mainframe and a set of dumb terminals has been removed from most systems. Anyway,
centralized components do still exist in form of only one central mail-server for many networks. The biggest
problem with having centralized components or tables is not the performance of the lookups etc., but the network
connections to it. Furthermore, if a centralized component goes down, the services it normally provides can no
longer be provided (implies lack of fault tolerance).

To achieve decentralized algorithms the following characteristics should apply to the algorithms:

• No machine has complete information about the state of the system.
• Machines make decisions based only on local information.
• Failure of one machine does not ruin the algorithm.
This applies to how routing of data is performed in a network.
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�� 0'&$�±�0,&5262)7¶6�',675,%87('
&20321(17�$5&+,7(&785(

The term Microsoft’s Distributed Component Architecture (MDCA) was stated by Roger Sessions and is not an
official Microsoft term. Though, the term describes quite well Microsoft’s architecture of today. When Roger
Sessions coined the expression, he chose it as a better name of Microsoft’s DNA (Distributed interNet Architecture).
That is not how the term DNA is used by Microsoft or me. How DNA officially is described is concluded in chapter
11 of this paper.

���� 2YHUYLHZ
In [6], Roger Sessions states that MDCA consist of these six bricks:

• COM (Component Object Model), which defines the basic component/object model.
• DCOM (Distributed COM), which allows components to be accessed across a network.
• MTS (Microsoft Transaction Server), which among other things provides a component runtime environment for

the middle tier.
• DTC (Distributed Transaction Coordinator), which coordinates the distributed transactions.
• MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue), which provides asynchronous communications.
• MSCS (Microsoft Cluster Server), which allows multiple servers to work as one

They are all, except for MSCS, described in this text. MSCS does currently only support two servers to act as one.

���� 0'&$���'1$
Microsoft’s Distributed Component Architecture is what many people believe to be the DNA. As outlined in chapter
11, this is not true. DNA will consist of COM+, Forms+, and Storage+ (which will be described in the DNA and the
COM+ sections). Forms+ and Storage+ deal with presentation and storage, whereas COM+ will probably
incorporate all the features of MDCA. The pieces that are going to be the foundation of DNA, i.e. COM+, Forms+,
and Storage+, are not yet available. COM+ will be released about a month after the introduction of Windows 2000,
but it will take a little longer until the solutions for Forms+ and Storage+ eventually ship.
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�� &20�'&20
COM (Component Object Model) and DCOM (Distributed COM) are very closely related and will therefore be
described together in this chapter. Everything that is true for the COM structure holds for DCOM too, the difference
is that DCOM just reaches a little bit further than COM.

���� ,QWURGXFWLRQ
As COM in many ways is working in a similar manner to C++, the introduction to COM will be done using C++.
Traditionally C++ libraries have been distributed in source code form. The users of a library would be expected to
add the implementation source files to their make systems and recompile the library sources locally using their C++
compiler. Assuming the library adhered to a commonly supported subset of the C++ programming language, this
was a perfectly workable approach.

Sharing a class or some code between different applications could not be achieved. So even if there where 10
applications that made use of one class they all had to put it into their own code and compile it independently of the
others.

A solution to this problem was then to package the class as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL). In that way the class
could be used by every application on the user’s hard disk that needed it. The operating system’s loader would,
hopefully be smart enough to share the physical memory pages containing the class’ read-only executable code
between all client programs making use of it. However, one problem exists with this model. Classes compiled using
a different compiler than the class they would like to link to would not be able to do so. This is due to different
compilers using different schemes for the composition of class import libraries, and classes compiled with different
compilers would therefore not be able to link with each others import library. The only way to get across this
problem, according to Don Box in [9], would be to produce, for each DLL, a custom import library for each
compiler. That should be quite tedious.

This approach, which is further described in Essential COM [9] by Don Box, could eventually when still only using
C++ end up with a solution similar to COM.

���� 7KH�EDFNJURXQG
In the beginning of the Microsoft era, there was no method for having two applications interoperate. For example,
the only way to embed an image into a text written in a text editor was to print them both and then use scissors and
glue to join them, as Richard Grimes so concrete describe it in [11]. To simplify interoperation, Microsoft came up
with the :LQGRZV�FOLSERDUG, which let users share data among applications. It was then possible to copy something
from one application and paste it into another one.

After the clipboard came the ''( ('\QDPLF�'DWD�([FKDQJH). With this protocol, two applications could link
pieces of data together dynamically, which means that if the data changes in the source document, the linked item in
the destination document changes too.

2/(���� (2EMHFW�/LQNLQJ�DQG�(PEHGGLQJ����) was introduced almost at the same time as DDE. OLE 1.0 used
DDE as it’s interprocess communications mechanism. OLE 1.0 introduced the association of applications with
extensions of the name of data (e.g. A file name with the extension “doc” (filename.doc) indicates that the data is a
Word document). Data (objects) from different applications could also be put together and double-clicking on an
object in a thus compound document would bring that object up in it’s associated application. The possibility to
activate objects was the biggest advantage with OLE 1.0.

Next came ���ELW�2/(����. It was far more sophisticated than the first version of OLE, and it meant more than just
object linking and embedding. The use of DDE for interprocess communication was gone, as well as a lot of other
fundamental things as the programming model. OLE 2.0 came with &20��&RPSRQHQW�2EMHFW�0RGHO� as its core.
COM was designed with the knowledge that distribution of objects would probably be coming some day, which
would eventually result in DCOM (Distributed COM, see below). COM can be regarded as the mechanism that
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makes the features of OLE possible. COM will be outlined in detail later in this chapter. OLE defined compound
files, an implementation of structured storage. Furthermore, inter-application drag and drop was introduced along
with in-place editing and OLE Automation1.

Then a new ���ELW�2/( came. From now on no version numbers were used for OLE. The idea of COM was that if
something new was desired it could be added to the old architecture. Thus no new “versions” of OLE were to be
released. With 32-bit OLE, applications could share data with other processes.

The infrastructure of COM was put completely on top of MS-RPC (Microsoft’s Remote Procedure Call) system.
Any cross-process call was delivered using MS-RPC. MS-RPC is based on and compliant with DCE-RPC
(Distributed Computing Environment – RPC), defined by OSF (the Open Software Foundation).

A distributed OLE was the next development for Windows. It was first named 1HWZRUNHG�2/(, but it later
changed to '&20��'LVWULEXWHG�&20�. DCOM is based on COM, but whereas COM addresses the issues of
developing components that can be plugged into various applications located on single platforms, DCOM extends
this with provisions for distributed shared memory management, network interoperability and transparency, and
dynamic management for component references.

DCOM communication is based on OSF’s DCE RPC, which defines an API to remote function calls from a client to
a server. DCOM introduced some new concepts into the COM world, such as security. Before DCOM, security in
COM was not considered important at all. This was based on thoughts that users of COM applications had to be
locally logged on to the machine the application was running on if they would be able to run it. This is true in most
cases, but not all, for example when a web browser causes a web server to launch a CGI application that in turn
activates a COM object. Anyway, introducing DCOM made the need for security obvious.

After the release of DCOM the latest shipping from Microsoft is $FWLYH;. Microsoft first coined the term ActiveX
at the Internet Professional Developers Conference (Internet PDC) in March 1996. ActiveX referred to the
conference slogan ”Activate the Internet” and was more a “call-to-arms” than a technology or architecture for
developing applications. ActiveX came out as an expression but has now come to signify a lot more and it means a
lot more than just “Activate the Internet”. In [13] Jerry Anderson says: “ActiveX and OLE have become
synonymous. What people once referred to as OLE Controls (OCXs) are now referred to as ActiveX Controls. OLE
DocObjects are now ActiveX Documents. In some cases, entire documents on how to implement OLE technologies
have been updated to be ActiveX technologies, and the only thing changed was the term OLE, which now reads as
ActiveX.”

Due to the same Jerry Anderson, ActiveX spans the whole area from Web pages to OLE Controls and furthermore it
represents Internet and applications integration strategies. Anderson also establish that: “It [ActiveX] has come to
signify small, reusable components that can get hooked into all the latest technologies coming out of Microsoft and
the Internet”.

In the Microsoft family, ActiveX is the presentation tier, whereas COM and DCOM, which both can act as both
clients and servers, are independent of the tier the user is working on. ActiveX allows visual components to plug in
together on the client.

���� +RZ�&20�'&20�ZRUNV
COM is a binary standard of how communication with an object is handled and how that object handles its own
lifetime and how it tells the world what it can do. The COM programming model is based on one simple idea:
program against abstract interfaces, not concrete implementations. COM is language independent to the extent that
the language supports pointers, which is required for the functionality of COM (see 7.3.1, page 18).

                                                          
1 OLE Automation is now just called Automation. Automation is the possibility to access COM objects from
typeless languages like Visual Basic.
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COM treats interfaces, implementations and classes as three distinct concepts. An interface is basically an abstract
protocol for communication with an object. Implementations are concrete data types that expose one or more
interfaces through precise semantic interpretations of each of the interface’s abstract operations. Classes are named
implementations that represent concrete instantiable types.

������ ,QWHUIDFHV
In the COM specification it is said: “An interface is an immutable contract that implies concrete syntax and loose
abstract semantics”. This means that an interface is a contract, because when an object implements an interface it
promises to provide code for every member function of the interface implemented. It is only through interfaces that
a client and an object communicate. In [2] it is stated out “…an interface is a semantically related group of member
functions that carry no implementation (nor any data members)…[The interfaces] act as a single entity and
essentially represents a “feature” or a “design pattern”. Objects then expose their features through one or more
interfaces, …”. An interface is immutable to stay consistent forever. This consistency is conceived with GUIDs
(Globally Unique Identifiers, which are described later in this chapter). Thus, if an interface is once defined and
registered within an application, that interface must never ever change.

An interface can be described using COM’s interface definition language (IDL). A compiler, the Microsoft IDL
compiler (MIDL) is then used to compile an object’s IDL to produce a type library, a proxy and a stub. This is
further described later in this chapter.

The interface that is the root of all COM interfaces and that is the only interface that does not derive from another
COM interface is the IUnknown interface. Every other COM interface must either derive directly from IUnknown or
through another COM interface which in turn must itself derive from IUnknown or another COM interface. There is
no limitation imposed from COM’s side on the depth of the interface hierarchy, as long as the base interface is
IUnknown. One limitation though is that COM interfaces cannot derive directly from more than one interface. One
of the reasons for this is due to the close relationship between COM and DCE RPC. By limiting interface inheritance
to only one base interface, the mapping between COM interfaces and DCE RPC interface vectors is straightforward.
However, any implementation can chose to support as many interfaces as it desires (i.e. multiple inheritance).

Calls to interface member functions imposes that the address of the call itself is discovered at run time using the
value of the interface pointer, which is a value known only at run time. This means that when the kernel loads a
client application, there are no “import records” to map to absolute addresses. Instead, those addresses are computed
at run time. This makes the use of interfaces a true form of dynamic linking to a component’s functionality. This
means plug-in features, as components can be inserted at run-time.

At run time, an interface is always seen
as a pointer typed with an IID (Interface
identifier). The pointer itself points to
another pointer that points to a table1

that holds the addresses of the
implementation of each member
function in the interface (see figure 1).
This binary structure is a core standard
of COM, and COM depend upon this
standard for interoperability between
software components written in arbitrary
languages. As long as a compiler can
reduce language structures down to this

binary standard, it does not matter how the component is implemented – the point of contact is a run-time binary
standard. Some languages that support this and thus can be used for writing COM components are C, C++, Java,
Smalltalk, Ada, Object Pascal, Delphi, BASIC and Visual Basic.

                                                          
1 An interface is actually a pointer to a vtable. Vtables are usually shared by multiple instances, so the methods need a different
pointer to be able to find the object that the interface is attached to. This is the interface pointer, and the vtable pointer is the only
thing that is accessible from it by clients of the interface. By design, this arrangement matches the virtual method-calling
convention of C++ classes, so a COM interface is binary-compatible with a C++ abstract class.

)LJXUH���
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������ 7KH�REMHFW�UHIHUHQFH�PRGHO
COM doesn’t provide an explicit delete operation neither does it assume the presence of an automatic garbage
collector. Instead, COM relies on reference counting to determine when an object can safely unload itself. A COM
object maintains a count of how many clients hold references to its interfaces. When the object hands out a pointer
to one of its interfaces, it adds one to the interface’s reference count. If the client acquires an interface pointer to an
object from a source other than the object itself, that client must call the object’s AddRef method, which also causes
the object to increment its reference count by one. Whenever a client is finished using an interface pointer, it calls
Release on that pointer and the object subtracts one from the reference count. When all clients have finished using
all of an object’s interfaces (when the reference count falls to zero) the object commits suicide, freeing any
resources it has been consuming.

With DCOM there are some concerns with reference counting. One problem is that if a client calls AddRef and
Release often (which is typically the case), a lot of network traffic will be generated. Another problem is that when a
client goes down the remote objects, that the client holds, must in some way be released. The first problem is solved
by keeping an internal, per host reference count. It doesn’t matter how much the count is as long as it is more than
zero. So the only time when a reference call is sent out is when the count goes down to zero. The second problem is
solved using pinging. The client sends a “still alive” packet to the server every two minutes. If the server doesn’t
receive such “still alive” ping for three periods (3 * 2 min) in a row, the client is considered dead. If that is the case,
the object decreases the reference count with as many Releases as needed.

Pinging every object the client holds a reference to would put a high and unnecessary load on the network.
Therefore, the DCOM infrastructure automatically sets up ping sets consisting of every client/referenced object
combination on each pair of machines. The whole ping set is then kept alive with a single packet sent every two
minutes between those two machines.

������ /RFDO�DQG�UHPRWH�WUDQVSDUHQF\
When writing code for a client, one does not have to consider whether the object to call is in-process, local out-of-
process or remote. This is due to that the client sees all objects as in-process objects. How is this achieved?

When an in-process object is involved, COM can simply pass the pointer directly from the object to the client. Calls
through that pointer end up directly in the object code. Thus, the in-process case is a fast calling model – the time of
an in-process call is the same as if raw DLLs were used.

Passing the object’s exact pointer value to RWKHU�SURFHVVHV when local or remote objects are involved is not possible.
To still achieve transparency of location, marshalling is used. Marshalling forms the necessary structures for
interprocess communication. Marshaling is the process of packaging up object method requests into a transmittable
packet and then sending it to the server. The location transparency is achieved using proxies (residing in the client’s
process) and stubs (residing in the server’s process). Requests for remote invocations on objects are marshaled to the
proxy, which in turn forwards them to the corresponding stub, which then invokes the method on the requested
object. Returning of results are performed the same way. The proxy and the stub handle the information of how the
communication between them is handled for an interface (e.g. if big endian or little endian is used).

COM creates the stub in the server’s/object’s process and has the stub manage the “real” interface pointer. COM
then creates the proxy in the client’s process and connects it to the stub (see SCM – the Service Control Manager
below).

This proxy/stub setup as being the same architecture as the one used in raw RPC with the difference that both the
proxy and the stub are called stubs. In Java they are called stub and skeleton, respectively.

A proxy does not contain the actual implementation of an interface. Each member function in the proxy packages
the arguments it receives from the client into a packet and passes that packet to the stub using RPCs. The stub
unpacks these arguments, pushes them on the stack and invokes the call on the real object (using the interface
pointer the stub is managing). The object executes the function and returns its output. The output is packaged up and
sent back to the proxy, which unpacks output and returns it to the client. Thus the client only sees in-processes and
transparency is achieved.
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Proxies and the stubs are automatically created when the MIDL compiler is used to compile IDL interfaces (see
section 7.4).

������ 6&0�±�WKH�6HUYLFH�&RQWURO�0DQDJHU

The responsibility of SCM is to find and activate objects. In the activation process, it binds the initial interface
pointer and hands it over to the client. After this initial work is performed, SCM fades away and rests back, it is not
involved in any communication between the client and the server.

�������� 7KH�ZRUN�RI�6&0

When a client requests an object to be created, COM contacts the SCM on the local machine. The SCM then looks
into its locally held database, the system registry, for information about the object server. It will then launch the
server, obtain an interface from the server and pass it back to the client.

If the object is an in-process server, the SCM does not need to activate the object server, as it is run under another
executable. Thus, the only favor required from the SCM is that it obtains the path to the server, which is then used
by the requesting process.

If the object is a local server (not in-process), the SCM also activates the object (the executable).

In case the server is on a remote machine, the local SCM will have to contact the SCM on the remote machine that
has the object. The remote SCM will then launch the server. Depending on whether the server is in-process or out-
of-process (a DLL or an EXE), the launching is performed differently. In case of an out-of-process server, the server
is just launched, nothing more. But, if the server is in-process, then a surrogate executable must be started by the
remote SCM. This surrogate then loads the DLL.

������ *8,'V�±�*OREDOO\�8QLTXH�,GHQWLILHUV
To maintain uniqueness to static entities in COM, such as implementations or interfaces, GUIDs are used. A GUID
is exactly the same as to what OSF defined a UUID (Universally UID) to be, the only difference is that Microsoft
did not want to go as far as to declare it “Universal”. A GUID is a 128-bit long identifier declared as being unique in
both time and space. It is generated using an algorithm that uses a machine’s (the machine at which the GUID is
calculated) hard-coded network card value (if one is installed, and if not, a random number is generated) and the
current time when the algorithm is run. Thus, it can be said to be both unique in both space and time as network card
numbers are unique.

The possibility that two GUIDs are the same is minimal. Kraig Brockschmidt gives a somewhat concrete example of
the number of different GUIDs that can be created in [2]. He states that with 128-bits there can be 3.4*1038 different
combinations, and that it would take 196 million years to run out of GUIDs if every one in the world generated ten
trillion GUIDs per second. Even though it is not a calculation of the probability that two GUIDs ends up the same,
the use of GUIDs can be thought of as quite safe.

������ /LEUDULHV
For the development of COM, a new library, the Active Template Library (ATL), has been introduced. Before the
introduction of ATL, the only available help for development of COM in C++ was MFC (Microsoft Foundation
Classes). However, the Standard Template Library (STL) could be used for raw COM programming in C++, but that
means a lot of unnecessary and hard work, which in ATL and MFC is performed by “Wizards”. It should also be
mentioned that both ATL and MFC are C++ specific.

ATL was created to answer the need for lightweight and fast ActiveX COM components. ATL consists of a set of
template classes. MFC works great for providing an Automation interface on applications, i.e. the IDispatch
interface (which is used if programming in a typeless language as Visual Basic) is automatically included, without
requirements of knowledge of it from the developer. MFC is enhanced for user interfaces, thus if writing a UI
server, MFC is considered the best choice. But a problem with MFC is that it is hard to extend the number of
supported interfaces. If custom COM interfaces should be added into the class problems arise. The reason is that
MFC C++ manipulates the underlying structure (the vtables) and sometimes turn into assembler in trying to make
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programming easier for programmers. This could be a problem if not only the standard interfaces are going to be
used. MFC also brings in a huge overhead (in form of code for unnecessary classes).

ATL on the other hand is a template library, and as such the developer can chose to use as much or as little as is
needed. With ATL, small, lightweight servers can be created; servers that are easy to use and modify. ATL was only
designed for writing COM servers. It is however also possible to integrate ATL with MFC. This is quite important
as ATL is limited to the creation of COM-based objects only and lacks in generic and utility class support. Thus,
combined with MFC and the Standard Template Library (STL), ATL is a powerful framework for ActiveX
development as it silently brings the features of the IDispatch interface. If writing core COM components without
GUIs, ATL is the best choice.

���� ,'/�DQG�WKH�0,'/�FRPSLOHU
COM IDL is based on the DCE-RPC IDL. DCE IDL allows remote procedure calls to be described in a language
neutral manner that also enables an IDL compiler to generate networking code that transparently remotes the
described operations over a variety of network transport protocols. COM IDL simply adds a few COM-specific
extensions to DCE IDL to support the object-oriented nature of COM (e.g. inheritance and polymorphism). An IDL
compiler called MIDL parses COM IDL files and generates several useful items. One of the things that MIDL
generates is source code that allows the interface to be used across thread, process and host boundaries. MIDL
generates C code but the MIDL can also generate a binary file that allows other COM-aware environments to
produce language mappings for the interfaces defined in the original IDL file. This binary file is called a type library
and contains tokenized IDL in a parsed form (that is supposed to be very efficient). Type libraries are typically
distributed as part of the implementation’s executable and allow pointer aware languages (described under 7.3.1
Interfaces) to use the interfaces that are exposed by the implementations.

An example of a declaration of a method in an IDL file:

HRESULT Method([in] short arg1,
[out] long *arg2,
[in,out] wchar_t **arg3);

Actually, there are some attributes that need to be inserted above the code and that is required for the definition of
the interface of which “Method” is a member. For example, such a required attribute is the declaration of the
interface’s GUID.

The [in]s and [out]s declare if the argument is an in-argument or if it’s an out-argument. The COM methods should
always return a HRESULT from a call, which contains information if something went wrong. To allow languages
like Java and Visual Basic that does not use pointers to make use of COM another tag, [retval], is used to declare
that the value is returned. In Java, the HRESULT is not used as the return value, rather is an exception thrown if the
method fails.

���� 6HFXULW\
Important questions to answer, when designing a distributed application are: Who can access which objects? Which
operations are objects allowed to perform? How can administrators manage secure access to objects? How secure
does the content of a message need to be as it travels over the network?

Different platforms use different security providers and many platforms even support multiple security providers for
different usage scenarios or for interoperability with other platforms. DCOM and RPC are architected in such a way
that multiple security providers can be simultaneously accommodated.

Common to all these security providers is that they provide a way to identify a security principal (typically a user
account), a way of authenticating a security principal (typically through a password or private key), and a central
authority that manages security principals and their keys. If a client wants to access a secured resource, it passes its
security identity and some form of authenticating data to the resource and the resource asks the security provider to
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authenticate the client. Security providers typically use low-level custom protocols to interact with clients and
protected resources.

������ 6HFXULW\�SROLFLHV
DCOM distinguishes between four aspects of security:

• $FFHVV�VHFXULW\�� Which security principals are allowed to call an object?
• /DXQFK�VHFXULW\�� Which security principals are allowed to create a new object in a new process?
• ,GHQWLW\�� What is the security principal of the object itself?
• &RQQHFWLRQ�SROLF\�± Integrity: can messages be altered? Privacy: can messages be intercepted by others?

Authentication: can the object find out or even assume the identity of the caller?

�������� 3URWHFWLQJ�WKH�REMHFW��$FFHVV�VHFXULW\

The most obvious security requirement on distributed applications is the need to protect objects against unauthorized
access. Sometimes only authorized users are supposed to be able to connect to an object. In other cases,
nonauthenticated or unauthorized users might be allowed to connect to an object, but must be limited to certain areas
of functionality.

DCOM provides declarative access control on a per-process level. Existing components can be securely integrated
into a distributed application by simply configuring their security policy as appropriate with the DCOMcnfg tool1.
New components can be developed without explicit security awareness yet still run as part of a completely secure
distributed application.

If an application requires more flexibility, objects can programmatically perform arbitrary validations, be it on a per-
object basis, per-method basis, or even per-method parameter basis. Objects might also want to perform different
actions depending on who the caller is, what specific access rights the caller has, or which user group the caller
belongs to.

�������� 3URWHFWLQJ�WKH�VHUYHU�PDFKLQH��/DXQFK�VHFXULW\

Another related requirement on a distributed infrastructure is to maintain control of object creation. Since all COM
objects on a machine are potentially accessible via DCOM, it is critical to prevent unauthorized users from creating
instances of these objects. This protection has to be performed without any programmatic involvement of the object
itself, since even launching the server process could be considered a security breach and would open the server to
denial of service attacks.

The COM libraries thus perform special security validations on object activation. If a new instance of an object is to
be created, COM validates that the caller has the privileges required to perform this operation. The privilege
information is configured in the registry, external to the object.

�������� &RQWUROOLQJ�WKH�REMHFW��6HFXULW\�LGHQWLW\

Another aspect of distributed security is that of controlling the object. Since an object performs operations on behalf
of arbitrary callers, it is often necessary to limit the capabilities of the object. One obvious approach is that of
making the object assume the identity of the caller. Whatever action the object performs: file access, network access,
registry access, and so on, is limited by the caller’s privileges. This approach works well for objects that are used
exclusively by one caller since the security identity is established once at object creation time. The approach can
also be used for shared objects if the object performs an explicit action on each method call.

However, for applications with a large number of users, the approach of making the object assume the identity of the
caller can impose problems. All resources that are potentially used by an object need to be configured to have
exactly the right set of privileges. If the privileges are too restrictive, some operations on the object will fail. If the
privileges are too generous (i.e. there is write access to some files where only read access is desired), security
violations might be possible. Although managing access can be simplified by defining user groups, it might often be

                                                          
1 The DCOMcnfg tool is shipped with Windows 9x and NT.
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simpler to have the object run under a dedicated security identity, independent of the security identity of the current
caller.

Other applications may not even be able to determine the security identity of the caller. Many Internet applications,
for example, do not assign a dedicated user account for every user. Any user can use the application and yet the
objects still need to be secure when accessing resources. By assigning objects a security identity of their own makes
this kind of application manageable in terms of security.

�������� 3URWHFWLQJ�WKH�GDWD��&RQQHFWLRQ�SROLF\

As the "wire" between callers and objects become longer, the possibility of data that is being transported as part of
method invocations being altered or intercepted by third parties increases. DCOM gives both callers and objects a
range of choices to determine how the data on the connection is to be secured. The overhead in terms of machine
and network resources gets bigger and bigger with the level of security. DCOM therefore lets applications
dynamically choose the level of security they require.

Physical data integrity is usually guaranteed by the low-level network transport. If a network error alters the data,
the transport automatically detects this and retransmits the data.

However, for secure distributed applications, data integrity really means being able to determine if the data actually
originated from a legitimate caller and if it has been logically altered by anyone. The process of authenticating the
caller can be relatively expensive, depending on the security provider and the security protocol it implements.
DCOM applications can then choose if and how often this authentication occurs (see section 7.5.1.5 below for
details).

DCOM currently offers two fundamental choices with regard to data protection: integrity and privacy. Clients or
objects can request that data be transferred with additional information that ensures data integrity. If any portion of
the data is altered on its way between the client and the object, DCOM will detect this and automatically reject the
call. Data integrity implies that each data packet contains authentication information.

However, data integrity does not imply that no one can intercept and read the data being transferred. Clients or
objects can request that all data be encrypted. Encryption implies an integrity check as well as per-packet
authentication information, and privacy is thus achieved.

�������� ,GHQWLI\LQJ�WKH�FDOOHU��$XWKHQWLFDWLRQ

The above mechanisms for access control, launch permission control, and data protection require some mechanism
for determining the security identity of the client. This client authentication is performed by one of the security
providers, which returns unique session tokens that are used for ongoing authentication once the initial connection
has been established.

Keith Brown, [7], explains how the Windows NT authentication (NTLM – NT LAN Manager) works giving an
example:

Windows NT 4 uses a mechanism known as NTLM authentication. NTLM is a simple challenge/response protocol
that avoids sending a user’s password across the wire. One caller ($lice) contacts an object (%en) and indicates that
she wants to be authenticated via NTLM. % sends a random 8-byte number (the challenge) back to the caller, asking
her to prove her identity. $ uses this challenge and her password to create a 24-byte response (via various
cryptographic functions), and send this back to % along with her name (principal) and the name of her domain
controller (authority). % presents all this information to the Local Security Authority (LSA) on his machine and asks
for proof of $’s identity in the form of a security token. The LSA routes the information to the correct domain
controller, via trust relationships. The domain controller eventually performs the same calculation as $ (it is the only
other entity that knows $’s password, or more precisely an MD4 hash of the password) and either verifies $’s
identity or tells % that the caller is a fraud. If $�is verified, the NTLM security provider generates a unique access
token, which it returns to $�for future use. For future authentication, the client can simply pass in the token, and the
NTLM security provider would not perform the extra round trips for the "challenge/response" protocol.
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DCOM uses the access token to speed up security checks on calls. However, to avoid the additional overhead of
passing the access token on every call, DCOM by default only requires authentication when the initial connection
between two machines is established. It then caches the access token on the server side and uses it automatically
whenever it detects a call from the same client.

For many applications this level of authentication is a good compromise between performance and security.
However, some applications may require additional authentication on the calls. Often, certain methods in an object
are more sensitive than others. An online shopping mall might for example only require authentication on
connection establishment as long as the client is only calling methods for "browsing" the shopping mall. When the
client eventually orders goods and passes in credit card information, the object might require calls to be individually
authenticated.

Depending on the transport used and the size of the method data to be transmitted, a method invocation can require
multiple data packets on the network. DCOM lets applications choose whether only the first packet of a method
invocation should contain authentication information or if each packet should be individually authenticated.

As discussed in the previous section, authentication, integrity, and privacy are tightly related. For this reason DCOM
defines a single sets of constants that convey the level of authentication and privacy. These constants are the same
constants as defined for DCE RPC and are listed in table 2.

$XWKHQWLFDWLRQ�/HYHO 'HVFULSWLRQ
1RQH Does not perform any checking or verification of the caller’s identity.
'HIDXOW Uses the Windows NT default authentication level, which is currently &RQQHFW.
&RQQHFW Checks and verifies the caller’s identity on only the first call, when a connection

is made to the server.
&DOO Checks security on every call.
3DFNHW Encrypts the caller’s identity to guarantee its authenticity. Encryption prevents a

user from successfully impersonating another.
3DFNHW�,QWHJULW\ Similar to 3DFNHW, but checks the network packets to provide the highest

possible level of security.
3DFNHW�3ULYDF\ Authenticates all previous levels and encrypts the argument values of each

remote procedure call.
7DEOH����7KH�:LQGRZV�17�DXWKHQWLFDWLRQ�OHYHOV�

Since DCOM enforces the authentication policy on behalf of the object, the object needs to indicate the
authentication level it is willing to accept. This can be done either programmatically or via external configuration.

�������� 3URWHFWLQJ�WKH�FDOOHU��,PSHUVRQDWLRQ�OHYHOV

A more subtle implication of security in distributed applications is the issue of protecting callers from malicious
objects. For Internet applications in particular, this is a critical concern. Since DCOM allows objects to impersonate
callers, objects can actually perform operations they do not have sufficient privileges to perform alone. To prevent
malicious objects from using the caller's credentials, the caller can indicate what it wants to allow objects to do with
the security token it obtains. The following options are currently defined:

• $QRQ\PRXV - the object is not allowed to obtain the identity of the caller. This is the safest setting for the client
but the least powerful for the object.

• ,GHQWLI\ - the object is only able to detect the security identity of the caller (that is, the user name), but can not
impersonate the caller. This call is still safe for the client in that the object will not be able to perform
operations using the security credentials of the caller. However, the client's user name will be disclosed to the
object.

• ,PSHUVRQDWH - the object can impersonate and perform local operations, but it can not call other objects on
behalf of the caller. This mode is possibly a bit unsecure for the caller, since it allows the object to use the
client's security credential to perform arbitrary operations on the machine where the object is running.

• 'HOHJDWH - the object can impersonate the caller and, in addition, it can perform other method invocations using
the security identity of the caller. In this mode, the caller essentially delegates ownership of its security identity
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to the object so that the object can perform arbitrary—including remote—operations using the caller's security
identity. In Windows NT 4.0, no security provider supports delegation.

These options are defined as part of the Windows NT security infrastructure.

DCOM allows these settings to be both programmatically controlled and externally configured.

������ :LQGRZV�17�VHFXULW\�LQIUDVWUXFWXUH
As described previously, DCOM ties into the extensible Windows NT security infrastructure. This section describes
some aspects of the Windows NT security infrastructure.

Whenever DCOM needs to know the identity of a caller, it asks the security provider to authenticate the caller. The
security provider returns an access token, which contains a security identifier (SID) that uniquely identifies the
authenticated security principal.

DCOM then uses the security APIs to find the caller's security token in a list of security principals. This list of
security principals is called a Discretionary Access Control List (DACL). Access control lists consist of multiple
Access Control Entries (ACE), which correspond to individual security principals. Each access control entry can
indicate that the corresponding security principal is to be allowed access or that it is to be denied access. The
security APIs traverse the list of access control entries in the access control list. If a security principal matches an
access-denying ACE, the caller is assumed not to have access. If a security principal matches an access-allowing
entry, the caller is assumed to have access. Access-denying entries are usually placed before access-allowing entries.
The DACL is combined with another SID that indicates the owner of the list, and with another list of ACEs. This
other list of ACEs is called the System Access Control List (SACL). Its purpose is to indicate whether access to the
list should trigger an audit event. The current implementations of DCOM do not implement auditing and simply
ignore the SACL.

The combination of owner (owning SID), list of principals (DACL), and list of principals to audit (SACL), is called
a security descriptor (SD): a security descriptor completely describes the security policy in terms of object owner,
access, and auditing.

The security descriptor (in its self-relative form) is a memory structure that references its elements (DACL, SACL,
and so on) using offsets instead of pointers. This self-relative security descriptor can thus simply be written into a
registry key and safely retrieved.

������ 'HVLJQLQJ�IRU�VHFXULW\
DCOM provides multiple choices to secure applications. On one end of the spectrum, DCOM can enforce security
without any cooperation on behalf of the object or the object's caller— the security settings for an object can be
externally configured and DCOM enforces them automatically. On the other end of the spectrum, DCOM exposes
its entire security infrastructure to the developer so that both clients and objects can obtain complete programmatic
control over their security policies.

Application designers can choose whichever mechanism is most appropriate for the specific application they are
designing. Both approaches have specific advantages. Keeping the security policy externally configurable provides
more flexibility at deployment time, because the same binary component can be used in different applications or in
different environments that require different security policies. However, the security configuration needs to be
provided at deployment time and has to be correct for the application to work properly. Programmatically
controlling security policies provides additional flexibility to the developer, but hard-codes certain security decisions
into the components or their clients.

([FHSW�IRU�WKH�RQHV�DOUHDG\�PHQWLRQHG��YDOXDEOH�GLVFXVVLRQV�RQ�WKH�&20�'&20�WRSLF�DQG�XVHIXO�UHVRXUFHV�FDQ�EH
IRXQG�LQ [2], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] and [14].
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�� 076�±�0,&5262)7�75$16$&7,21�6(59(5
MTS provides an infrastructure for component based distributed applications, using DCOM as its communication
mechanism. The primary goal of MTS is to let developers write COM-based servers that are still powerful and
scalable. Benefits that MTS provides to component developers are:

• Provides support for transactions.
• Eases threading concerns.
• Simplifies security.
• Simplifies the deployment of client/server systems.
• Provides scalability through JIT (Just-In-Time) activation and object and resource pooling.

���� 7UDQVDFWLRQV

A transaction is a logical unit of work that is either performed in its entirety or not performed at all. When talking
about MTS, transactions always involve databases and changes to them. Transactions have four essential properties
which are:

• $tomic: The transaction happens indivisibly to the outside world (either commit or abort).
• &onsistent: The transaction does not violate the system invariants (that shall/can not be changed).
• ,solated: Concurrent transactions do not interfere with each other.
• 'urable: When a transaction commits, the changes become permanent.

These properties are called the $&,'�properties.

A transaction should function as a consistent and reliable unit of work for the database system and must guarantee
the ACID properties when executing in a consistent database.

���� 7KUHDGLQJ

Multiple threads per process are used to achieve high levels of scalability. This approach enables a single server to
satisfy several simultaneous client requests. The MTS runtime system employs and handles a pool of threads for the
convenience of the developer. The developer is discouraged to create threads within components designed for MTS.
The primary task for MTS threading, is to let the developer delegate that kind of work to MTS. This means that the
developer only have to write the components as though they were single threaded and then let MTS handle the
threading (which depends on the threading model of the affected component). If an object does thread, MTS will
suspend that thread and any advantages of creating that addition will be lost.

Each object created within MTS is created in an activity. An activity is a distributed logical thread. This means that
although MTS objects may be running on different machines, and thus in different threads, MTS ensures that they
behave as if they are running in a single thread. Any object created within the activity will be synchronized with all
the other objects within the activity, regardless of what actual machine it is running on. MTS does allow for there to
be more than one activity on a single thread to cut down on the number of threads created. However, in this case
calls into an activity are still serialized.

COM supports three different threading-models for servers today:

• Single threading
• Apartment threading
• Free threading

In addition to this one more model is defined, but not yet implemented: the Rental or Hotel threading-model.
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������ 6LQJOH�WKUHDGLQJ
Let the program execute as a single thread that services all component instances contained in the server.

������ $SDUWPHQW�WKUHDGLQJ
Use more than one thread for individual component instances. However, a single thread must still service all
requests for an object.

������ )UHH�WKUHDGLQJ
Any number of threads can execute any object’s methods at any time in any order. Multiple threads can execute
within the same method at the same time.

������ 5HQWDO�+RWHO�WKUHDGLQJ
Rental/Hotel threaded servers enable multiple threads to run within a single component instance, but only one thread
executes within any given method.

The free threaded model is the most flexible and scalable of them all, but it is difficult to program with it. The
rental/hotel model is not as flexible as the free threaded model, but it should be easier to write programs with
rental/hotel threading compared to free threading. Apartment threading is the default threading model for COM. It is
not very flexible, but it is easy. Single threading can be used when it is of highest importance that a thread is only
serving one object at a time.

���� 6HFXULW\
Security is simplified with MTS as it uses the concept of UROHV and SDFNDJHV. A role defines a logical group of users
and separates the application’s security requirements from the operating system’s underlying security model. Even
though Microsoft did not design roles as being the same as users (in the Win NT environment), the use of roles
makes it easy to administer access to an application and use programmatic security. A package is a collection of
components that make up an application. The security can then be defined for the whole package rather than its
individual components.

���� 'HSOR\PHQW
MTS provides, via the Transaction Server Explorer, a concept of bundling components together into what are called
packages. The nice feature of packages is that the properties of all the members of a package can be declared for the
whole package as one (see 6HFXULW\ above), instead of having to declare the properties for each component in the
package. Another nice feature is that a package is operating in its own protected address space in memory, apart
from other packages, thus providing an additional level of failure isolation and data protection. Unreliable
components (provided by for example different companies) that are assembled together with secure components can
be divided into two different packages. In that way the whole application does not need to go down if any of the
unreliable components brings down its process.

When a package is deployed, all the components residing in the package are deployed together. Packages make
installation easy. Once the components to reside in a certain package are defined, the components can be exported as
a whole to a package file so that it can also be imported to another Transaction Server. When this is done, the
necessary server DLLs, type-libraries and proxy-stubs will be copied to the export directory. The security for the
package need not be configured in advance of the insertion of components into the package. However, it is wise to
ensure that the components will require the same kind of security, as that is one requirement of a package.

���� -XVW�,Q�7LPH��-,7��DQG�REMHFW�DQG�UHVRXUFH�SRROLQJ

������ 2EMHFW�SRROLQJ
Although it is described here in the text, it should be said that MTS does not support object pooling today. This is
due to thread affinity of the most current COM objects. Object pooling will however be supported some day in the
future; when is not declared, but it will probably be together with COM+.
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With JIT (Just-In-Time) activation, client throughput is optimized by ensuring that multiple clients can use middle-
tier (where the business logic resides) component instances. It is done by coordinating the instances so as soon as
one client’s work is completed its instances are freed up to work for another client.

Just-in-time activation is used by MTS. It allows clients to hold references to MTS components for long periods
with limited consumption of server resources. The client will think that it holds a reference to the actual object, but it
does not. Instead, MTS puts the object in an object instance pool after the transaction is committed. If the client then
invokes another method on the object (the client doesn’t know that there is no ”its” object), MTS just creates or calls
another instance of the object (if there are any such objects in the object instance pool present), then passes the
client’s call to that instance. It is clear that object pooling prevents the MTS object of keeping its state. The MTS
objects should thus be stateless, even though the client issuing the MTS object can have state.

Object pooling increases the efficiency of activating and deactivating objects, as opposed to creating and deleting
objects each time they are needed to perform some work. In [19], Don Box states out: Object pooling is based on
spending bits to save cycles; it assumes that the memory consumed by an object in the pool is less costly than the
cycles required to create a new object from scratch.

������ 5HVRXUFH�SRROLQJ
MTS provides pooling and automatic management of two critical server resources: threads and database
connections. A pool of threads is employed and handled by MTS, to make the components respond to client requests
quickly. Then MTS delegates free threads to clients when needed.

A database connection is a representation of a communication link between a client application and a database. The
pooling of database connections is very important to achieve scalability, but this requires that the components used
are stateless. The need for stateless components is probably best explained given some numbers:

$�FRQQHFWLRQ�WR�D�0LFURVRIW�64/�6HUYHU�GDWDEDVH��WKH�GDWDEDVH�PRVW�RIWHQ�XVHG�ZLWK�076��WDNHV�DERXW�RQH�VHFRQG
RU�WZR�WR�VHW�XS��2QH�FRQQHFWLRQ�FRQVXPHV�DERXW���.�RI�PHPRU\�RQ�WKH�GDWDEDVH�VHUYHU��:LWK�VWDWHIXO�FRPSRQHQWV�
HDFK�FRPSRQHQW�ZLOO�KDYH�WR�EH�FRQQHFWHG�IRU�HYHU\�XVH��LQLWLDOO\��DQG�RQH�FRQQHFWLRQ�LV�UHTXLUHG�IRU�HDFK
FRPSRQHQW��,I�������SHUVRQV�DUH�XVLQJ�RQH�FRPSRQHQW�WKDW�QHHGV�WR�EH�FRQQHFWHG�WR�D�GDWDEDVH����0%�RI�5$0�LV
UHTXLUHG�WR�PDLQWDLQ�WKH�FRQQHFWLRQV�

Thus, stateful components do not scale very well, and they should therefore be avoided when MTS is concerned.

The pooling of database connections that is managed by MTS enables many users to access a database with only a
small set of database connections. However, to reach highest availability on the database connections the
connections must be released immediately when there is no use of them. The responsibility of releasing connections
lies on the client.

The database connection pooling can be used to let more users utilize a database than there are licenses for database
connections available.

���� +RZ�076�ZRUNV

������ 7KH�FRQWH[W�REMHFW
A client creates a component and MTS creates a context object for this component. This context object has
information about the object security, threading model and its transaction. The client will never have to worry about
the context object as MTS handles everything about it. There is one context object per interface of an object in MTS.
The context wrapper is used to receive and dispatch calls. Since MTS always sits between the client and its objects,
MTS can enable transactions and to optimize these calls by intercepting the calls (see chapter 15). It is through the
context object the client aborts or commits transactions.

One responsibility of the context object is to cache type libraries. This means that when an object is deactivated and
reactivated at a later stage the context will still have the type library, which leads to a performance gain, especially if
there are many client calls on the same object.
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������ 076�FRPSRQHQWV
MTS components are COM components. Even so, there are a few restrictions on a MTS component. The most
important is that the component can only be in-process, i.e. a DLL. This is due to that in-process components make
it possible for MTS to load it in the appropriate server context. Therefore the components that are to be run by MTS
have to reside on the same physical machine as the MTS server.

������ 076�7UDQVDFWLRQV
MTS isn’t really what it’s name indicates since much of what MTS provides has nothing to do with transactions.
Instead, a large part of the MTS functionality focuses on making it easier to build scalable COM servers. However,
support for transactions is a requirement for many kinds of services, and it is certainly an important part of what
MTS offers.

There are two types of MTS-based objects: transactional and non-transactional. A transactional object is an object
that takes part in a transaction, whereas a non-transactional object is not taking part in a transaction.

The transaction models of classes can either be set in the IDL or administered with a MTS administrator tool named
MTS Explorer (Figure 2). The possible transaction models are:

• Does not support transactions
• Supports transactions
• Requires a transaction
• Requires a new transaction

Classes marked �'RHV�QRW�VXSSRUW�WUDQVDFWLRQV� always
produce non-transactional objects. The object is not run
within the context of a transaction, but it does have a context
object.

Classes marked �6XSSRUWV�WUDQVDFWLRQV� produce
transactional objects if they are created by a transactional
object, but produce non-transactional objects when created
by a non-transactional object. The object is run within the
context of the client’s transactions.

Classes marked �5HTXLUHV�D�WUDQVDFWLRQ� or �5HTXLUHV�D�QHZ
WUDQVDFWLRQ� always produce transactional objects.
´5HTXLUHV�D�WUDQVDFWLRQ´ imposes that the object must
execute in the context of a transaction, and if the client does
not have a transaction, one will be created. ´5HTXLUHV�D�QHZ�WUDQVDFWLRQ´ means that the object must execute in the
context of its own transaction, therefore a new transaction context will always be created.

Why let a class that does not support transactions make use of MTS then? Well, as stated earlier, support for
transactions is only one benefit from MTS, other benefits are concurrency (automatic threading), security control
and object dispensers.

���� 7KH�XVDJH�RI�076
The mission of Microsoft Transaction Server as stated by Microsoft in [15], “A Guide to Reviewing and Evaluating
Microsoft Transactions Server”, is explained below:

³7KH�PLVVLRQ�RI�0LFURVRIW�7UDQVDFWLRQ�6HUYHU�LV�WR�SURYLGH�VROXWLRQ�GHYHORSHUV�ZLWK�DOO�RI�WKH�IROORZLQJ�DSSOLFDWLRQ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH�VHUYLFHV��UHFHLYHU��TXHXH��FRQQHFWLRQV��FRQWH[W��VHFXULW\��WKUHDG�SRRO��V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ��PDQDJHPHQW�
DQG�FRQILJXUDWLRQ��VR�WKDW�GHYHORSHUV�RQO\�KDYH�WR�FRQFHQWUDWH�RQ�FOLHQW�ORJLF��VHUYHU�ORJLF��DQG�VHWWLQJ�XS�WKH
GDWDEDVH��7KLV�VLJQLILFDQWO\�ORZHUV�WKH�FRVW�DQG�FRPSOH[LW\�RI�GHSOR\LQJ�VHUYHU�DSSOLFDWLRQV�´

)LJXUH���
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MTS provides a built-in architecture for three-tiered applications on Windows NT Server. MTS is a middle-tier
platform for running business logic. In a three-tiered application, business-process logic is separated from
presentation services (GUIs) and data services (databases). The reason to build three-tiered solutions lies in the
belief that faster development, lower deployment costs, and increased flexibility can be achieved when applications
are well partitioned. This should be seen as opposed to monolithic and client/server designs, where presentation,
logic, and data service are quite tightly dependent on each other.

������ +DUGZDUH�UHTXLUHPHQWV
• A Windows NT x86 compatible computer.
• 30 Megabytes of space available on the computers hard disk.
• A minimum of 32 megabytes of RAM.

������ 6RIWZDUH�UHTXLUHPHQWV
No other software requirements are needed except for MTS itself. However, if the transactional support given by
MTS is going to be profitable, then an ODBC-compatible database server and possibly an Internet Information
Server (for web-integration) should be considered. If not, what could be used of MTS is its support for threading,
just-in-time activation (which is yet to come) and its support for management of packages and security.

������ 3HUIRUPDQFH
According to Vlad Kroutik in [16], MTS does not allow applications scaling past 50 to 100 concurrent clients.
However, more than one MTS can run on a server, thus multiplying the possible number of concurrent clients by the
number of MTSs. This may seem like a big bottleneck to scalability, but if the clients are written in a MTS manner
they should release their objects (i.e. call SetComplete) immediately after the tasks have been performed, thus
freeing space for other clients. Since it is possible that clients will be written in a non-MTS manner (i.e. not
committing after each fulfilled request), it is hazardous to rely on the clients to do this after every task has been
performed. As MTS is used for a wide variety of tasks, not only for transactions, the committing of the client is in
many situations likely not to be completed when it should, thus resulting in a decreasing number of possible
concurrent clients. This is a big drawback of MTS.

���� 7UDQVDFWLRQ�6HUYHU�([SORUHU
A graphical tool called the Transaction Server Explorer (applied in the MMC – Microsoft Management Console, see
figure 3) comes along with the installation of MTS. This graphical tool can be used for a vide diversity of things
such as:

'HSOR\PHQW, with the ability to:
• Create packages
• Install components
• Install packages
• Export packages across MTSs
• Configure transaction support
• Configure security

0DQDJHPHQW, with the ability to:
• Manage transactions
• Monitor transactions
• Resolve transactions
• View transaction statistics
• View trace messages
• Manage components

)LJXUH����7KH�WUDQVDFWLRQ�6HUYHU�FRQVROH�
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���� 0HUJLQJ�WUDQVDFWLRQV
Until today, most business solutions were developed as monolithic applications by teams. The team members all
worked together. It was relatively easy for them to integrate the transactional ACID properties into an application
because they had a common design and could be tested through all of the different failure scenarios together.

With component development, solutions will be assembled from prebuilt components developed by different
companies, it would be costly to test and link various failure scenarios together.

Using MTS makes transaction management transparent to component developers. Developers do not have to care
about how the ACID properties are actually maintained, they only write their components and then use the
Transaction Server Explorer declaring the components to be transactional.

To let a component participate in the transaction of the component calling it (its client component), the component
need only be declared as “Requires a transaction” or “Supports transactions”. This can be done either
programmatically or by using the Transaction Server Explorer. In that way the component calling them will be
responsible of the transaction and many components possibly running on different systems can act as a single,
atomic unit.

������ 5HTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�WUDQVDFWLRQ�PHUJLQJ
To merge transactions the following is required:
• A database server with a resource manager that knows how to roll back and commit a transaction.
• A database server with a resource dispenser that knows how to talk ODBC.
• MTS must be installed on the computers containing components that are going to take part of the transaction.
• The components of the caller as well as the receiver must be members of packages (could be different

packages).

�����076��FRQFOXVLRQV
It is easy to benefit from MTS, especially for the application developer. Threading, transactions, security and
bringing together components into deployment packages do not have to be considered during development, but can
instead be taken care of  when the components are already created.

MTS applications can generally be considered appropriate when:

• Transactions are required.
• Applications and parts of applications need easily be distributed over a network (from one central location).
• A distribution of resources (performance, failure recovery, etc.) is favorable.

Furthermore, if MTS is already in use by other applications on a network, then MTS should always be considered
the right way to go.

,QIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�0LFURVRIW�7UDQVDFWLRQ�6HUYHU�DQG�KRZ�LW�ZRUNV�FDQ�EH�REWDLQHG�IURP�WKHVH�VRXUFHV�
[5],[11],[17],[18],[19],[20],[21],[22],[23].
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�� 06�'7&�±�0,&5262)7�',675,%87('
75$16$&7,21�&225',1$725

7R�JHW�DQ�RYHUYLHZ�RI�WUDQVDFWLRQV��UHIHU�WR�WKH�SUHYLRXV�FKDSWHU�RQ�076��FKDSWHU����

If a transaction spans more than just one database it is necessary to have something that ensures that the laws of a
transaction are not violated. The coordinator ensuring this in the Microsoft distributed environment is the MS DTC
(Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator). The DTC allows applications to update multiple databases in a
distributed environment while providing transaction management. Through DTC, a data modification is guaranteed
to run to completion or the modification is rolled back in its entirety. For example, DTC makes sure that if a
modification updates data in two servers and the second server crashes during the update, the entire transaction is
rolled back from both servers. The DTC acts as an overseeing layer that is added to monitor the distributed
transactions.

���� 5HVRXUFH�SURYLVLRQ
MS DTC coordinates transactions but relies on resource providers to understand particular types of data and to know
how to commit or rollback changes on those resources. MST distinguishes between two different resource providers,
UHVRXUFH�PDQDJHUV and UHVRXUFH�GLVSHQVHUV.

������ 5HVRXUFH�0DQDJHU
A resource manager handles durable data and is a database that knows how to participate with the DTC in the
distributed transaction protocol, the two-phase commit protocol [10]. The two-phase commit protocol is used to get
all the enlisted resource managers to commit. Two-phase means that either all or none of the resource managers
commit. In the first phase DTC sends a message to each resource manager to see if they are prepared to commit. If
they are, then DTC goes into the second phase where it tells each one to commit. If any part of this process fails then
the total transaction has failed. To comply with the two-phase commit a resource manager should know how to treat
commit and rollback requests. Furthermore, as the data is durable and that implies that no data should be lost due to
system failure, a resource manager has to make sure that data is not lost.

The durability is achieved through DTC keeping a log of all transactions and persists this on disk, recording the start
of a transaction, the resource managers that have enlisted and any decisions made on the transaction. If the MTS-
DTC machine does go down, then when it restarts, it can read the log to obtain the state of every transaction that it is
monitoring, thus the transaction is durable.

The most popular resource managers that can converse with MS DTC are Oracle’s relational databases, MS SQL
Server, IBM DB2, and the MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue).

������ 5HVRXUFH�'LVSHQVHU
A resource dispenser is software that manages non-durable data. The big difference between a resource manager and
a resource dispenser is that in case of failure to the system, the state of the dispenser is not maintained. Thus, there
are no guarantees of durability (commit and rollback). The primary goal with a resource dispenser is to share
existing data dynamically.

Two resource dispensers ship with MTS. The ODBC Resource Dispenser, and the Shared Property Manager.

�������� 2'%&�5HVRXUFH�'LVSHQVHU

The ODBC resource dispenser is responsible for managing pools of database connections for Transaction Server
components. Using these pools remove the overhead of opening a connection when the client wants access to a
database. Then, when a client has made it’s call, the ODBC automatically reclaim the connection from the client for
use by other clients. This allows a much larger number of clients to access a given database.
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�������� 6KDUHG�3URSHUW\�0DQDJHU

Shared properties are properties global to the server. They could be some item of data or shared object. To control
the access to the shared properties, some kind of synchronization is needed. That is exactly the job of the Shared
Property Manager, it manages the synchronized access to shared properties. That means it manages locks and
concurrency, which enables different components to access the same data with optimal results.

The Shared Property Manager is a global name/value dictionary that allows sharing of global attributes of basic
types: int, char, long, float, array (see Vlad Kroutiks article, [16]). While the Shared Property Manager is a
convenient way to share one or two attributes, it might not scale if the entire application’s state will be stored in the
name/value dictionary. The Shared Property Manager is also not distributed across different servers. Therefore, if an
application's components are distributed across multiple servers, the Shared Property Manager will not be able to
share data across those servers. Additionally, users of the Shared Property Manager must convert everything into
generic name/value pairs.

7KHVH�VRXUFHV�ZHUH�XVHG�DV�³LQIRUPDWLRQ�EDVHV´�IRU�WKH�06�'7&�VHFWLRQ� [10], [11], [17], [23], [24]
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���0604���0,&5262)7�0(66$*(�48(8(

The fundamental problem in building a distributed application is providing some way for the various parts of the
application to talk to each other. One option is to use a standard Web browser client and use HTTP to move
information between it and a server. Another option is to use a RPC protocol (as does DCOM). With MSMQ
developers have the another option, applications that communicate through messages, thus achieving a simplified
asynchronous communication model.

MSMQ also offers built-in transactional support. This means messages or message queues can participate in MTS
transactions. With this support, asynchronous operations can be rolled into an existing transaction or into a new
transaction that is created. Hence, the developer will both be able to offer flexibility of asynchronous messages and
an insurance that the data will not be compromised by inconsistent state.

�����+RZ�0604�ZRUNV
The idea of MSMQ is that an application builds a message and sends it to a queue. Another part of the application or
even other applications can then read the message from the queue. To understand it, one can think of how email
work. Email protocols is a way of letting people send messages to each other, whereas MSMQ is designed to send
messages between applications.

Messages are sent to and received from queues. Those queues are handled by queue managers. Queue managers
may communicate with one another to send messages from one queue to another.

David Chappell claims in his article [25], that the performance difference between MSMQ and pure RPC is
insignificant.

������� 0604�&OLHQWV�DQG�6HUYHU
In MSMQ there are two types of clients and one type of server.

• Servers
• Independent clients
• Dependent clients

The VHUYHU acts as a message router. The clients rely on the server to expose the messages they put on the queues to
other clients. The clients should also be able to pick up messages from the queues (if they are authorized to do so).

An LQGHSHQGHQW�FOLHQW has a queue manager with its own queues. Applications running on an independent client are
free to send messages at will since they can be stored in the client’s queues. The client need not be connected to a
network, and if not, the messages sent by the application are stored in the client’s queues. When an independent
client connects to a network, its queue manager will automatically detect this and forward those messages onto an
MSMQ server. If the client is connected to a network when the application sends the message, the message is
immediately forwarded to the MSMQ server. An independent client could be used on a laptop that connects to a
network occasionally.

'HSHQGHQW�FOLHQWV can like independent ones only support applications that send and receive messages. There is
anyway a difference in the limitations of a dependent and an independent client. The dependent client have no
queues of its own, and hence must be have online access to a MSMQ server to work. Dependent clients are intended
for systems with permanent connections to a network, such as a desktop machine connected to a LAN.

�����$V\QFKURQRXV�7UDQVDFWLRQV
MSMQ combined with MTS means that transactions can be applied even though the client is disconnected from the
network. This could be interesting for salespeople that work ”on the road” selling products and then updating
databases via transactions when they connect to the network.
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Sending and receiving messages if using MSMQ with transactions most typically involves four operations:

1. A client adds a message to a queue, perhaps updating a local database. The first transaction.
2. A queue manager moves the message from the client computer to the server queue and the queue manager gets

exactly one copy of the message.
3. A server that gets the client’s message from the queue processes the request and adds a message to a client

response queue. The second transaction.
4. The client retrieves its response message. Third transaction.

It is not forbidden to put all the steps (1-4) into one transaction, but it is not recommended, as it would mean that if
step 3 or 4 fails, then the client’s message waiting on the queue would also disappear.

As pointed out in the MS DTC section, MSMQ can also participate as a resource manager in existing MTS
transactions managed by MS DTC.

�����:KHQ�WR�XVH�0604
As RPC would probably be easier to use most of the time, David Chappell [25], says that the approach of using
MSMQ to communicate is only appropriate if:

• The sender need not wait for a result but can usefully do something else in the meantime.
• The sending and receiving applications run at different times.
• A sender isn’t sending to a specific receiver, but instead to any one of a group of receivers. As once a message

has been placed in a queue it is potentially available to any application that can read from that queue.
• Requests need to be logged and possibly reprocessed to recover from failures.
• There is a need to let third party clients respond to messages. An example is if A can send a message to B which

sends one to C and D, C and D can both send response messages back to A.

$UWLFOHV�IRXQG�YDOXDEOH�RQ�WKH�0604�WRSLF�ZHUH [26] and [27].
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���*(1(5$/�$1$/<6,6�21�'&20
�����3ODWIRUPV�VXSSRUWHG
DCOM was only available for Windows NT 3.51 in the early era of DCOM, but a couple of months afterwards,
Windows 95 was supported as well. As Microsoft is quite focused on the PC market (i.e. Windows 95/98 and
Windows NT), they have not themselves ported DCOM to other platforms than Windows.  However, Microsoft
understood that for DCOM to be very successful it would have to be available for other operating systems as well.
Thus, they made DCOM rely on the general DCE RPC and started to work with others that wanted to port DCOM to
different operating systems. That way Microsoft did not have to drag focus from its primary goal to have Windows
operating on as many computers as possible. As there are always companies seeking prosperity, it did not take long
before DCOM was ported to the first Unix OS. Today all the major platforms have their own DCOM
implementation (Macintosh, Linux, MVS, Open VMS, Solaris, HP-UX, IMB OS/390, etc.).

�����5HTXLUHPHQWV
DCOM is, loosely spoken, about UHPRWH�DFWLYDWLRQ. That is, a client using DCOM to connect to a remote object will
try to activate the object if it is not already active (i.e. someone else recently activated the object). There are some
limitations to the remote activation, and these limitations concern Windows 95/98. To be able to activate a remote
object, the remote object must reside at a machine with Windows NT. Windows 95/98 will not do since they do not
support security, which is considered important when processes are launched on remote machines1. Remote
activation can be achieved on some Unix-machines too, through the use of “DCOM-daemons” provided by a couple
of vendors, such as Software AG Systems [29] and Bristol Technology [28].

According to Software AG [29], their port consists of all of the non-GUI portions of COM/OLE. Thus, there is no
implementation of drag-and-drop, inplace activation, or other such functions. The basic functionality of COM for
instantiating and using objects as well as Structured Storage, monikers, Automation (non-GUI parts), Custom
Marshalling, Connectable Objects and Uniform Data Transfer are included in the port. MSRPC, Microsoft’s
implementation of DCE RPC is also included in the port.

Software AG also claim to have support for:
• regedit (registry editor) motif application that is used to edit the registry.
• irotview (running object table viewer) similar to its namesake on NT.
• stgview (structured storage viewer) for displaying the contents of a structured storage .doc file.
• regsvr (register server) same as regsvr32 on NT.
• olecnfg (OLE configure) similar to DCOMCNFG on NT.

These points are roughly the basic requirements of a DCOM-supporting system.

�����$SSOLFDWLRQV�LQ�ZKLFK�WR�XVH�'&20
DCOM is not the solution to every problem in development. Many applications do not aim at providing support for
distributed applications neither need they, but in my opinion that kind of applications will decrease in number.

So, when should one choose DCOM over the other two most popular choices: CORBA and Java/RMI (Remote
Method Invocation)?

• If the application is to run in a pure Microsoft environment (i.e. only Windows 95/98/NT is used) then DCOM
should be the best choice.

• If the environment will consist of pure Unix machines, then CORBA would probably be the most fit.
• If the environment will be a mixture of Windows and Unix machines, then the alternatives must be balanced

against each other and Java/RMI could be the most appropriate one.
                                                          
1 The work-around for the problem with not being able to launch Windows 95/98 servers is simple, but not very pretty. Let the
server be manually started before any client connects to it, because once the server is launched, clients will connect normally.
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������� 3XUH�:LQGRZV�HQYLURQPHQW
If Windows is used as the environment for which an application will be built then it is almost impossible to avoid
using COM in the development. In these situations, COM should be used, mainly because the code would be more
flexible as it can easily (if designed for change) be upgraded, extended, etc.

I believe that within 2 years, almost everyone creating new applications for Windows will do it with COM. One
important reason for that would be that the development tools are more or less invisibly incorporating COM into the
developers code. One advantage with using COM in Windows development as opposed to not using COM is mainly
the flexibility COM brings into the development.

������� 3ULPDULO\�VXSSRUW�IRU�:LQGRZV
However, there are occasions when COM would not be that appropriate, obviously this could be the case if an
application was written to run on both Windows and other platforms (e.g. Unix). This holds for many legacy
applications that were initially written for Unix, VMS, etc and later on ported to Windows. What could now be the
case is that the main market for the application has turned out to be the Windows environment. However, the
application is still likely to support the environment(s) it was once developed for, as some of the application’s
customers probably still reside on that environment(s) (and supporting other platforms than just Windows could
mean market advantages).

If the application will continue to develop and its developers feel that they cannot provide the same features that
competing applications have incorporated, turning to COM development could be a good idea. My suggestion
would be to wrap the legacy code into COM components to be used in Windows environments, but still continue to
produce raw code (no COM) when the enhancements can be used under all the platforms supported. This raw code
can then afterwards be wrapped to COM.

������� 6XSSRUW�IRU�:LQGRZV�DV�ZHOO�DV�RWKHU�HQYLURQPHQWV
The above described is applicable if Windows has emerged to be the primary environment supported, where other
environments are mainly supported to benefit the application’s market. When the application’s market cannot be
distinguished to be mainly the Windows environment, then other environments cannot solely be put aside.

In this case it is hard to pick one typical approach. Java could be a good choice if it is an application that will be
built from scratch. If, however, we are talking about a legacy application to which we would like to add features
(e.g. distribution) the application is most probably not written in such a recently emerged language as Java.

It could be possible to wrap everything to COM, but as that requires the non-Windows environments to be extended
in some way to simulate a COM/Windows environment, it would probably not be a very good choice. Although
there are vendors of such “COM/Windows-daemons”, I would not recommend using that for an application that
does not interoperate with a Windows environment as there are then other solutions at hand such as CORBA and
Java/RMI (Remote Method Invocation). The only one that would benefit from DCOM with a non-Windows
environment would be the developer, who only needs to develop one version of the application. The “daemons” are
primarily developed to enable the DCOM protocol for utilization across environment boundaries and surely they do
slow things down as they are basically simulating (part of) the Windows environment (I have not tested any such
daemon though, and neither have I seen any report on the subject).

The best solution might then be to design and (re)develop the code by dividing up the code in parts, based on points
of interconnection. This would result in the code being well-defined and thus easy to port to COM to be used on
Windows as well as using it on other environments. GUIs anyway (if needed), will also in the future have to be
developed on a per environment basis.

������� 6XSSRUW�IRU�D�PL[WXUH�RI�:LQGRZV�DQG�RWKHU�HQYLURQPHQWV
When the application is to be deployed on a mixture of Windows and other environments the answer to what
technology to use is not straightforward.
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A feasible approach can be to use the Java and it’s RMI (Remote Method Invocation) architecture. Java works on
every environment with a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) installed, thus using Java indicate a simple and
straightforward solution, as no more than one architecture will be involved. If the application concerned is a legacy
one this approach will not work very well. JavaBeans cannot easily wrap code written in another language than Java.
Thus, a legacy application would have to be developed from scratch or another approach is needed.

Another approach would be to use CORBA for the non-Windows environment, COM for the Windows environment
and then use some bridging software to glue them together. For this solution to work three different systems must be
used: CORBA, DCOM and the bridging software which probably equals problems.

Yet another approach would be to use DCOM for both the environments. The advantage of this approach would be
the same as for using Java, i.e. it is an unanimous solution.
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���7+(�86$*(�2)�'&20
�����+RZ
Up until today it has not been very common that program developing companies create general-purpose applications
built on DCOM. A more common area for the DCOM technology has been specialized solutions, developed for
company internal purposes, often with some kind of connection to the Internet and databases. Those Internet-
solutions mainly utilize DCOM to act as the remoting layer between the web-server and the database. Examples of
two companies showing where DCOM typically has been operating are SAS (Scandinavian Airline Systems) and
JABR Technology. SAS has used DCOM, combined with IIS (Internet Information Server), MTS, and SQL
database, as the connection protocol for their new services on Internet. JABR Technology’s application Synapse1,
make heavy use of DCOM as the underlying structure. These two examples describe how DCOM has been used: as
an internal connection working behind the scenes to serve Internet clients and as a special-purpose product.

DCOM can be used to build solutions spanning the Internet with HTTP-tunneling, but the support for such
development is not very rich. Microsoft, or rather some of it’s developers, have promised better support for DCOM
over the Internet in the near future. The problems mainly concern firewalls2 [30] and authentication/security.

The trend will most certainly be for DCOM to move into the general-purpose area of development, benefiting the
“ordinary” user. Possibly, many of those solutions will be using DCOM without really bringing any new outrageous
features that would not have been possible to deliver before, as almost every feature of DCOM has been available to
achieve using only legacy techniques. DCOM brings faster development, and (hopefully) less “buggy” applications.
Even more important is that a big part of those solutions would have been so difficult and time-consuming to
develop that they would never have seen the day without DCOM. It will consequently profit the “ordinary” users as
the programs they are using are going to be developed to be able to take advantage of the good that comes with
distribution.

As web-enabled applications will be increasingly based on components, the division between development for
browsers and workstations will vanish. COM/DCOM will find a strong market in this field.

DCOM is, together with Java/RMI, showing the way into a new era in programming. Earlier it was almost solely big
and expensive applications that could use distributed programming techniques, but with DCOM and Java/RMI
distribution is being/will also be brought to the smaller applications.

There should also be something said about CORBA, as it is a widely spread specification. CORBA is not competing
with DCOM and Java/RMI in the small application market. CORBA traditionally run on mainframe machines and
not PCs3, which makes applications based on CORBA not very well fit to reach the “ordinary user”.

�����:KR
The first DCOM specification came in 1996. It has since then, mainly due to the introduction of ATL (Active
Template Library), come to be significantly easier to develop solutions based on COM/DCOM. This especially
holds for the release of ATL 3.0 and Visual C++ 6.0 and also Visual J++ 6.0. As COM/DCOM is built upon C++,
the greatest part of the business tier development has been in C++ with the client part mainly written in Visual
Basic. This however is changing as Java is being used more widely in COM/DCOM development too.

                                                          
1 Synapse let images be sent over the Internet annotated with text and voice and was developed for doctors (by a doctor!) to let
experts handle complicated task “en remote”. Information can be found at http://jabr.ne.mediaone.net/.
2 DCOM dynamically allocate the ports it is using. Thus, when firewalls grant an application communication through a port and
that port is then not used by both outgoing and incoming traffic the firewall complains.
3 There are CORBA implementations for Linux, and thus CORBA spans the PC market. Though, it is not very common today
that “ordinary” users have Linux as their OS, but if this changes, I think CORBA could gain significant market shares in the
small application area. The Linux versions for CORBA and DCOM are both available for free.
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For an experienced C++ developer it takes about 2-3 months to be productive in programming COM/DCOM in
C++, but a C++ novice (with prior knowledge in programming) need about 6 months to achieve the same level of
productivity. Java development for COM/DCOM on the other hand (as well as Visual Basic) is basically equal to
pure Java development, except that Microsoft’s Visual J++ is needed for the development.

When COM+ is released (which will happen within a month of the release of Windows 20001, according to
Microsoft) it will probably not mean that it will be easier to develop COM in C++. Rather, the focus will lie in more
advanced code, achieved with less programming effort. The ordinary C++ developers will not need to dig into new
COM specifications except for gaining knowledge of how metadata- and attribute-driven programming works
(which will be core concepts in COM+ programming). Java and Visual Basic would be the languages that probably
benefit most out of using metadata and attributes as that makes it possible to their programmers to make a more
extensible use of COM and it’s peculiarities.

The most popular languages used for writing COM/DCOM code are compared in table 3, below:

7DVN 3URJUDPPLQJ�ODQJXDJH

&�� -DYD 9LVXDO�%DVLF

3URJUDP�VSHHG Very fast. Slower than C++. The
speed will increase with the
evolvement of Java Virtual
Machines (JVMs).

Slow.

*8,�GHYHORSPHQW
�&OLHQW�

Quite easy with MFC.
Results in a somewhat
“messy” code.

Quite easy. With the
introduction of Swing the
GUIs look the same on
different platforms too,
which was not the situation
before Swing.

Very Easy. VB is well
suited for graphical design.

&DOFXODWLRQV
�6HUYHU�±�EXVLQHVV�WLHU�

Fast. Well suited for heavy
calculations.

Middle. Slow.

'DWD�W\SHV Yes. Yes, but more limited than
C++.

No, VB is a typeless
language.

6XSSRUW�IRU�&20 COM is designed outgoing
from C++.

Support for C-specific
types such as structs are
missing.

The same as for Java.

&20�LQWHURSHUDELOLW\ Yes. Yes. Method return-value
is limited to one parameter
(limited in parameter
passing).

Yes. The same as for Java
applies to VB, plus that the
interface IDispatch must be
supported due to VB being
a typeless language.

'LIIHUHQFH� EHWZHHQ� FRGH
IRU� &20� FRPSDUHG� WR
³SXUH´�FRGH

Quite big. With the help of
development tools (Visual
C++) a lot of the plumbing
is automatically handled.

Hardly any difference. Hardly any difference.

/HDUQLQJ�FXUYH High. Quite low. Low.

&20�OHDUQLQJ�FXUYH
�ZLWK� HDUOLHU� H[SHULHQFH� LQ� WKH
³SXUH´�ODQJXDJH�

High. 2-3 months for an
experienced C++ developer
to achieve productivity.

Low. Almost the same as
pure Java programming. As
Visual J++ is required extra
time to learn it is needed.

Low. The same as pure VB
programming.

'HYHORSPHQW�WLPH Long. Quite short. Short.
                                                          
1 The release date of Windows 2000 is postponed all the time. The latest report (1999-04-25) says that Windows will
be released in August 1999.
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)UHTXHQF\�RI�EXJV High. Middle. Low.

$YDLODELOLW\�RI�GHYHORSHUV Low. Middle. The major part
graduating from technical
schools today know how to
program in Java.

High. VB is easy to learn
and taught by many
institutions.

:KHQ� WR� XVH� LQ� &20
GHYHORSPHQW"

At the business tier, when
performance is important.

At the business tier, when
performance is of minor
importance.

At the client tier, when not
to complicated calculations
are needed.

)RUHVLJKWV
�DV� D� &20� GHYHORSPHQW
ODQJXDJH�

Will continue to be used
for sophisticated COM-
solutions for at least 4-5
years. Java will all the time
steal more and more
attention from C++ as the
COM-developing language.

Will gain more and more
popularity in COM
development. Will finally
take over from C++ to be
used for sophisticated
solutions.

Will continue to be used
for much of the client tier
development. Programmers
will be able to perform
sophisticated development,
using metadata.

7DEOH����&RPSDULVRQ�RI�SURJUDPPLQJ�ODQJXDJHV�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�&20�

�����:KHUH���'&20�GHYHORSPHQW
DCOM component development is similar to the development of any kind of component. Maturity required by
businesses developing components are the same no matter if the component is a COM component or a CORBA
component. Therefore the following section will focus on component-based development rather than COM/DCOM
development.

Early forms of components have mainly taken the form of graphical (GUI-based) entities, which typically reside on
a client. In the last years, components have begun to "grow up", not only in terms of their functionality but also in
their appearance on the server side. The evolution of the component market has begun a progression that will take it
from basic GUI controls to the following:

• The implementation of more sophisticated business functions.
• Server-side component "wrappers" for legacy applications and data.
• Frameworks that provide the means of easily building domain-specific applications or portions of applications.
• The componentization of entire applications to ensure modularity and easy interoperability with other

applications.

Software components can form the basis for a fully distributed computing environment. In this environment,
elements of the application can be updated, invoked, and executed, regardless of where they reside.

Common for businesses that develop solutions built on components is that they must somehow adjust to this new
way of development. That indicates they must put effort in analyzing what components they need and will need in
the future, so that they can benefit of reusing components. “Adjust” also means that they should build a repository
for storing and easy access of components. The repository is especially important to larger businesses as they will
have more people working with the components that will have to be able to locate the components needed, no matter
of where they are physically located. The component-based development maturity is essential for these businesses.

������� 'HYHORSLQJ�FRPSDQLHV�PDWXULW\�UHTXLUHPHQWV
Of the greatest importance to IS organizations are the economics of using components to develop software
applications. The benefits of using prebuilt, tested software components to build new applications are intuitively
obvious. Time and money are saved, in terms of both building and maintaining application software. Both savings
can be turned into competitive advantage.

Component-based development is seen as the industrialization of the software market. Analogues to the automobile
industry are common. However, the techniques of industrialization could not be applied without the factory and
management infrastructures to support them. This will probably prove to be as true for software as for automobiles.
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��������� %XLOGLQJ�IRU�UHXVH

There will be a need for an infrastructure to support the reuse of components and it is based on the following
observations:

• Software developers have not generally been open to the idea of developing or supporting reusable components.
Some of this comes from a personal desire to "own" what one develops and to use only what one creates. More
of this is based on the culture of optimizing software for a particular use.

• Historically, reuse of components (and objects) has been limited to specific projects or, in some limited cases,
individual groups. A means to distribute and manage components throughout a multidisciplinary,
geographically separated organization is essential to extending component reuse.

• True reuse requires that the developers take a wider view of the development process when designing
components. No longer can a developer consider only a particular project in determining the requirements for a
piece of software.

Organizations adapting to component-based development must contain personnel dedicated to the success of
components, throughout the organization. These could include:

• Reuse "evangelists" who understand and can effectively communicate to technical and upper management the
benefits of reuse

• Technical managers who are "on board" and can further the cause to the key corporate decision makers
• Reuse managers whose responsibility it is to manage the reuse process, assets, and tools and to accumulate data

and perform analyses to determine and monitor cost/benefit tradeoffs as they pertain to component reuse

To achieve the needs described above, a number of types of expertise, as well as software tools, are required to
manage the development of applications using components. Not only do the components themselves need to be
designed for reusability, but the availability of components and information relevant to their use must be made a
high priority.

��������� 7RROV�QHHGHG

Tools are needed for the component-based development to take form and develop. These tools will be:

• $QDO\VLV��PRGHOLQJ��DQG�GHVLJQ�WRROV.�These tools allow for the modeling of component-based applications and
data using visual techniques.

• &RPSRQHQW�FRQVWUXFWLRQ�DQG�DVVHPEO\�WRROV. These tools are used by developers to build software components
and/or assemble these components into applications.

• 6RIWZDUH�FRQILJXUDWLRQ�PDQDJHPHQW�WRROV (SCM tools). An important aspect of the component-based
development infrastructure is the ability to manage component assets as well as components in development.
Therefore, many of the capabilities of SCM tools, including versioning, will be necessary.

• $XWRPDWHG�VRIWZDUH�TXDOLW\�WRROV (ASQ tools). As components appear on the scene, they will need to be tested.
ASQ tools will be enhanced to support the testing of components, including the ability to work with
applications containing components that reside on different systems on a network.

In addition to the organizational changes and additions that need to be made to support the effort from a personnel
standpoint, software tools that will support component-based development, according to IDC [31], need to be
procured and deployed. These tools will ensure the availability of both the components themselves and the
information required to use them to all developers and managers who may need them.

������� &20�GHYHORSPHQW�LQ�VPDOOHU�FRPSDQLHV
Smaller companies are taking the first steps and they are already into COM development. They must be flexible in
adjusting themselves to new technologies and markets and they are not as tight limited to their legacy applications,
as are the bigger companies.

Smaller companies developing solutions built on COM/DCOM will design and develop their own components and
they will not make use of much components provided by third parties.
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)LJXUH ��

A new market will open up for companies developing
components for the COM/DCOM market and this
market will be quite fast growing.

IDC’s forecast for the market for software components is
shown in figure 4.

The total software component market in 1996 was
measured at $267 million, and it reached about $365
million in 1997 according to IDC [31]. These numbers
came almost entirely from COM/DCOM components,
but the fastest growing architecture is and will be
JavaBeans.

By the year of 2001 the COM/DCOM component
market will reach about $700 million and the market for
JavaBeans about $250 million, according to IDC.

������� /DUJHU�FRPSDQLHV�GHYHORSLQJ�IRU�'&20
Larger companies are opening their eyes for development with COM/DCOM. As there is a lack of professionals
skilled in programming in C++ and Java for COM larger companies will mainly have to find their COM-staff being
hired consultants.

Larger companies will probably not rely on COM as much as smaller companies will, since their core architecture is
not COM, but rather CORBA, or just a pure implementation. They have their legacy applications that must remain
intact in the future too. However, it is possible that many of these companies will wrap their legacy Windows code
to COM and their Unix (or possibly other) code to CORBA. They will then need a bridge between the COM/DCOM
and the CORBA implementations.

In this sense it does not matter that much to these companies if they are relying on consultants to deliver their
wrapping and bridging as it does not directly concern their core business.

Larger companies will invest in education of acquiring and assembly personnel. The primary task of these persons
will be to find components to be used and then assemble the components (externally and/or internally developed)
into the companies applications.

������� &RQVXOWLQJ�ILUPV
Consulting companies are the ones that will be fastest in the acquisition of people with knowledge in COM/DCOM
development. COM/DCOM developers will by a big part consist of consultants and as there will probably be a lack
in personnel with this knowledge these firms will be profitable.

�����:KHUH���'&20�XVDJH
Today, solutions built on DCOM are mainly used in high-end companies, because applications with support for
DCOM have primarily been built for specialized purposes.

DCOM is an architecture for businesses of varying sizes, but there are not many mission-critical applications
delivered by Microsoft technology today. When Microsoft get their cluster technique (MSCS) ready, and at the same
time can provide a more stable operating system than today, Microsoft will gain new customers. These customers
will provide/use business critical applications with demands that cannot be saturated by Microsoft technology today.
The architecture for these applications can be replaced by the cheaper and the more general technology based on
DCOM, MTS, MSMQ and SQL databases. This as opposed to using highly specialized solutions built on expensive
hardware, which has mainly been the only choice earlier. Applications that fit into this category are for example
stock exchange systems.
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������� 3ULYDWH�XVHU�PDWXULW\
To be able to use applications built on DCOM a certain level of maturity is required by the users. Security is a
bigger issue with applications based on DCOM compared to legacy applications. Legacy applications aimed at
private users have not been involving Internet and technologies that potentially can screw up their PCs as easy and
much as DCOM applications over the Internet will be able to do.

Private users will have to have or achieve:

• Knowledge of how to adjust security settings of DCOM-based applications.
• Common PC user knowledge.

A person could still use DCOM applications without the first point’s knowledge-requirement, but sometimes there is
central to the application as well as to the user that the security settings of the application be altered.

������� %XVLQHVV�PDWXULW\
Companies have usually been involved in issues concerning security before, so that will not be anything new to
them, as was the case with private users. Companies with network administrators can let them handle everything
related to DCOM applications, and the employees using the applications do not have to learn anything new. Some
carefulness and understanding of security related to DCOM will however be useful.

Companies need:

• Knowledge in how to adjust security settings of DCOM- and MTS-based applications.
• Knowledge in how to maintain and update databases.
• Knowledge in how to administer MTS and MSMQ.
• Knowledge in how to configure firewalls to support DCOM solutions operating over the Internet.
• Common knowledge in how to administer the network.

The points are appropriate when the companies applications make use of the technologies mentioned.

To set up applications making use of the above mentioned points consultants could be used, but after installation it
will be quite practical to have employees skilled in how to administer those technologies.

������� ,QWHUQHW�LQWUDQHW�VROXWLRQV
Larger companies will still have a big demand of people developing and maintaining their Internet/intranet
solution(s). This work will probably also be handled by consultants or it will be outsourced to external companies.
Nevertheless, this business is not central to these companies and thus, hiring consultants for it will not affect the
business too much.

The grand part of companies putting effort in providing a useful (and efficient) solution for their web will stick to
DCOM, MTS, MSMQ and SQL databases as their architecture, for the sake of ease and efficiency. These solutions
will mainly be bought by “Internet solution companies” or consultant firms.

������� %XVLQHVV�VROXWLRQV�IRU�SULYDWH�XVHUV
As more and more small applications built on DCOM will evolve, buyers of those applications will automatically
start to utilize DCOM.

Many of the applications with the market mainly consisting of the private user who is only using the computer for
amuse and some private purposes will turn into DCOM over HTTP when support for it will become better. The
network these users will connect to is the Internet. The big possible limitation to that kind of application will be
security concerns as surely malicious programs and components on the Internet will frighten users.

������� %XVLQHVV�VROXWLRQV�IRU�LQWUDQHWV
The market for business solutions for intranets will be the fastest growing part of the two kind of business solutions.
This is due to that support for DCOM on intranets is working well already, as opposed to the support for DCOM
over HTTP which is not yet good.
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This kind of applications will be used for a variety of things. People on the intranet will start to interoperate more
and the applications will be making use of the distribution now laying at their hands. Over time, an increasingly
number of sophisticated solutions to applications will be adopted.

I believe there will be an evolvement of applications built on a conjunction of MTS, MSMQ and databases, that are
not solely built for the web. The target group for this kind of applications will primarily be the somewhat bigger
companies. Especially those companies that have employees spread over a bit wider areas where the staff depends
on the same applications (which possibly include transactions) will find this kind of applications usable. This
evolution will further enhance as development for the web and workstations merge into one.

Smaller companies, although utilizing networks will, as I see it, not jump on the DCOM-ship until easy DCOM
solutions for the Internet are possible. These smaller companies will reject DCOM applications in the beginning,
because they will mostly be a bit more expensive than single-workstation/user solutions. When the distributed
solutions have gained popularity and strength, the prices will most likely fall and the smaller companies will thus
enter DCOM-wave. The reason to why these companies wait, apart from higher prices, is that they cannot see the
benefit by the distributed application, as they neither can make fully use of it. This is due to that distribution is by
large part used to simplify cooperation between persons, and in a smaller company the staff is often located close to
each other.

�����:KHQ
DCOM business applications can generally be said to be appropriate when:

• More than one user of the same (kind of) application, where every user’s input affects the others.
• When a distribution of resources (computer power, computers, etc.) is favorable.

Suitable models in which to use DCOM are:

• Traditional client/server applications.
• Three-tiered applications.
• Distributed applications.

Where the last two points are tightly coupled.

More and more businesses and software
companies are turning to a three-tiered
application model for distributed solutions. In
a three-tiered application, as described in [32],
business-process logic is separated from
presentation services and data services. The
appeal behind three-tiered solutions lies in the
belief that businesses can achieve faster
development, lower deployment costs, and
increased flexibility when applications are
neatly partitioned, as opposed to monolithic
and client/server designs, where presentation,
logic, and data services are tightly dependent
on each other. See figure 5.

Today, applications making use of services on the Internet are limited to reside in the client tier, but there will most
certainly be an extension to that in the future. In such future solutions, networks distributed over the Internet will be
possible.

)LJXUH����(YROXWLRQ�RI�GLVWULEXWHG�DSSOLFDWLRQ�PRGHOV�IURP
PRQROLWKLF�WR�WKUHH�WLHUHG
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���&21&/86,216�21�'&20
�����2EMHFWLYH�DGYDQWDJHV

������� 6XSSRUW
Microsoft has said that DCOM is the new way of programming and that it will support that belief to the extent that it
will come true. Nevertheless, Microsoft has a great impact on the software industry and it is therefore quite possible
that they are right in this statement. It is just like in the financial market with George Soros. He might not always be
correct in his judgements, but he invests in such a way to make them come true. Brokers know that, and they base
their investments on his statements, which in turn means that his statement finally comes true.

As mentioned above, Microsoft has said that they support this quite new way of programming (COM and DCOM),
and it thus means that it will become true. Developers know that Microsoft will invest heavily in making it come
true and therefore not hesitate before entering Microsoft’s ship. Microsoft will continue to focus its attentions on
real scalability, manageability, and low cost in the NT environment. This will benefit not only Microsoft but also
many development companies sticking to Microsoft.

Another good thing about COM/DCOM is that those architectures do not have to change to enable the possibility of
better solutions and extension of their use. This can instead be reached with improvements in other supporting
technologies such as MTS, MSMQ etc.

������� $�K\SHG�PDUNHW
DCOM is subject to become a hyped marketing argument and thus developing applications with DCOM will look
good in the marketing.

������� ,QWHURSHUDELOLW\
Many enterprises deploy applications based on different object models just as they deploy applications on computers
running different operating systems. An object model that offers interoperability with other models reduces the
barriers between applications and the duplication often required to implement the same functionality in those other
models. Interoperability also allows the features of one object model to fill the gaps in another model, such as
distribution or platform support.

A nice feature with using DCOM is that the interoperability problems will probably always be taken care of,
because DCOM is the standard for distributed applications on PCs and other architectures will be able to provide
some kind of bridging to DCOM. If the ones behind the other architectures do not perform the bridging, then there
will always be others throwing themselves into it.

�����2EMHFWLYH�GLVDGYDQWDJHV

������� %DFNZDUG�FRPSDWLELOLW\
Even though Microsoft always claim that its new releases are backward compatible it does often show up to be
incorrect or false. Many bugs have shown up when users have upgraded from one environment to another. Thus,
developing COM components for Windows NT could mean that they are not working on Windows 2000, when it is
released.

Microsoft often releases its products, even though the products are not complete. There have for example been 5
different service packs released for Windows NT4.0. Hence, there could be a problem if a program is developed on
a machine with the latest service pack and then sold to someone not using that latest service pack, as the application
might not work then.

When Windows 2000 and COM+ will come, legacy COM components will need to be converted to COM+. This
will probably be done using COM+ converters built into COM+ development tools. The first release of such a tool
was handed out to the attendees of the PDC 98 (Professional Developers Conference), which was held by Microsoft.
As the tool has not been distributed outside the PDC, I have not tried it, but developers using the converter reports
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that it is working okay, although not perfect. In time for the release of COM+ there will probably be a more
complete converter. Microsoft says legacy COM components will work just fine on Windows 2000, but this will
probably not be totally correct. It might be true for most of the components but there will certainly be components
that need to be redesigned a bit to fit Windows 2000.

������� ,QWHURSHUDELOLW\
Although Microsoft is working together with a number of companies to port DCOM to other platforms than
Windows, the result is not as compelling as IS managers would like it to be. DCOM on Windows works excellent
for most kind of applications or at least will probably work fine for them in the future when further enhancements
are delivered by Microsoft.

A drawback for DCOM is the immature support for other environments than Windows. Microsoft does not care too
much about non-Windows environments when developing DCOM. As a proof to that, support for MTS is still not
provided on other platforms than Windows. Though, Software AG’s EntireX [29] provides support for MSMQ.
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���'1$���',675,%87('�,17(51(7�$5&+,7(&785(
Microsoft’s Distributed interNet Architecture, DNA, is the evolution of Microsoft’s current Win32 programming
interfaces model, which is at the heart of Windows today. DNA will be based on three cores: COM+, Storage+ and
Forms+. DNA is Microsoft’s system for the future.

With figure 6, Tom Armstrong [33] depicts the long-term goal of Windows DNA: Forms+ at the GUI level, COM+
at the middle tier, and Storage+ on the data tier.

�����&20�
COM+ is the successor to COM/DCOM, MTS, MSMQ and MS DTC and is discussed more in detail in the next
section (COM+).

�����)RUPV�
Forms+ is another name for intelligent DHTML pages with scalable user interfaces. Forms+ will enable developers
to create applications without first having to know the type of client i.e. if the user is using a browser or if it is sitting
in a desktop Win32 environment (thin and rich clients).

'+70/�ZDV�ILUVW�VXSSRUWHG�LQ�,QWHUQHW�([SORUHU�����DQG�LV�EDVLFDOO\�+70/���&&6��FDVFDGH�VW\OH�VKHHW����FOLHQW�
VLGH�VFULSWLQJ�ODQJXDJH��H�J��9%6FULSW�RU�-DYD6FULSW���&66�DOORZV�DXWKRUV�DQG�UHDGHUV�WR�DWWDFK�D�VW\OH�WR�:HE
SDJHV�WKDW�GHILQHV�WKH�SUHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�FRQWHQW�E\�PRGLI\LQJ�VW\OH�DWWULEXWHV�RI�FRUUHVSRQGLQJ�+70/�HOHPHQWV�
$SSO\LQJ�&66�DWWULEXWHV�WR�IRUPV�DOORZV�DXWKRUV�WR�PDNH�FRPPXQLFDWLRQV�PRUH�DFFHVVLEOH��H�J��IRU�GLVDEOHG
SHUVRQV��E\�XVLQJ�SRVLWLRQLQJ��WKH�DELOLW\�WR�G\QDPLFDOO\�SRVLWLRQ�HOHPHQWV�RQ�D�SDJH��DQG�G\QDPLF�VW\OHV��VXFK�DV
FRORUV��W\SHIDFHV��VSDFLQJ�HWF���WR�LQFUHDVH�YLVLELOLW\�DQG�HQVXUH�DFFHVV�WR�FRQWUROV�HDVLHU�

The next step in the forms+ evolution will take place in the DHTML engine of Internet Explorer 5.0, which is at this
moment out in beta and will be included in Windows 2000. Internet Explorer 5.0 includes two key methods that
enable the meshing of Win32 and Web APIs. The first one is called DHTML Behaviors and it enables developers to
embed a Web component within a Win32 application in the same way as they would have added a COM object.
Second, Microsoft will enable DHTML Behaviors to be scripted together with the rest of the code using scripting
tools, such as Visual Basic and Visual J++ 6.0.

�����6WRUDJH�
Storage+ will be an integrated storage system that unifies the storage architecture for SQL Server, Exchange Server
and individual machines' file systems. Like Forms+, Storage+ is not a product, but rather Microsoft's plan for how it
would like its underlying storage technologies to evolve. But unlike Forms+, a vision for which Microsoft has
created a prototype and a plan for marrying existing Win32 and HTML technologies, Storage+ is a lot further out on
the horizon. Microsoft officials have not set any kind of timetable for delivery of the Storage+ components, thus it
probably lies quite far in the future.

)LJXUH���
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Storage+ will consist of a series of technologies layered on top of the NT file system. A common log, a transactional
coordinator and a caching and replication mechanism will probably be featured. A record store and a transaction file
system will presumably sit above these, both of which will be accessible via a common indexing mechanism. Atop
this indexing mechanism there will most likely be two storage models: the societal model, which will be the
repository for people, places, times, addresses and the like, and a more traditional operating system model. Some
type of query processor will enable access to all the information stored in the Storage+ framework.

Storage+ will allow developers to create a structure that will use a common interface to store and access disparate
data, such as Web pages, database tables, configuration information and components, from an array of stores. That is
to say, it provides seamless access to all types of information via a unified storage schema.

7KH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�IRU�WKLV�VHFWLRQ��ZHUH�SULPDULO\�REWDLQHG�IURP�WKHVH�UHVRXUFHV� [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39],
[40].
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���&20�

COM+ is the evolution of COM. It is not yet released, but it is going to be shipped with the Beta3 of Windows
2000, formerly known as Windows NT 5. COM+ will be compatible with the old COM and DCOM will not change.
The compatibility of COM+ with COM is going to be solved with tools from Microsoft (i.e. a future version of
Visual C++). These tools will be used to wrap COM+ interfaces around the COM components.

����� %DVLF�FRQFHSWV�RI�&20�

The primary motivation for COM+ is to achieve ease of use. Many COM developers have claimed that it is difficult
to use COM in development, especially if using C++. A rare fact with COM is that there are big differences between
the insight needed of COM to be able to develop COM components. C++ programmer are exposed to all the details
of COM, while on the other hand developers in Java or Visual Basic easily can use COM, almost without any
special knowledge of COM at all. This is due to built in support for COM in Visual Basic and the Java Virtual
Machine (the one provided by Microsoft). In COM, the objects and their clients make calls on a standard COM
library. In languages like Visual Basic and Java some or all of these calls are hidden, but C++ programmers use this
library directly.

COM+ aims at removing the high knowledge barrier for C++ programmers by making every language tool do more
work. However, it should be noted that development of COM components in C++ is not only wasted time (in
comparison to Java or VB). The possibilities are greater with C++, e.g. the threading-model option given in C++ is
not accessible from Java or VB.

How COM+ will facilitate the software technology is making tools do more, thus liberating the developer from a big
burden. The most significant change will be within the C++ compiler that Microsoft will ship along with COM+ (or
more exactly at most one month after COM+’s introduction).

����� 6HUYLFHV�DQG�,QWHUFHSWRUV

With COM+, developers are no longer required to define interfaces using IDL, The syntax of the programming
language’s that they are using will instead be used to define the object’s interfaces. This is done through the
language’s compiler, which is required to work with the COM+ library to generate metadata for the object. The
metadata will be used for a new concept called interceptors (also named services).

In COM today, the COM library is not directly involved when a client calls a method in a COM object. Instead, the
call goes directly from the client to the object. This will no longer be true in COM+. In COM+, all method calls will
pass through the COM+ library.

COM+ services are basically a move to incorporate the current technologies in MTS and MSMQ into the object
programming model itself, effectively rendering them redundant. But even more services than those offered by MTS
and MSMQ today are going to be present in COM+. Some services that probably are going to be used in COM+ are:

•  (YHQW�6HUYLFHV – Publish and subscribe (in COM this equals connection points which imposes many
roundtrips).

• /RDG�%DODQFLQJ – Dynamic routing of component processing.
• 6HFXULW\ – Role-based security model (MTS).
• 4XHXHG�5HTXHVW – Asynchronous Services queuing services (MSMQ).
• 7UDQVDFWLRQV – Consistent data transfer (MS-DTC).
• 2EMHFW�SRROLQJ – Efficient use of object instances (MTS).
• $V\QFKURQRXV�7UDQVDFWLRQV�- Consistent asynchronous data transfer (MTS + MS DTC + MSMQ)

Interceptors will make object calls slower, so why would Microsoft like to introduce it? First, Microsoft

claims the overhead that it incurs will be negligible. Second, since COM+ can be involved in every method
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call, it is possible to insert other objects in that path and there are likely to be many situations where the

convenience and flexibility outweigh the performance decrease that they bring.

David Chappell’s definition of an interceptor is in [41] an object that is automatically invoked during access

of another COM+ object. One or more interceptors can wait along the path. An interceptor might for

example perform a security check on the client, then cause the method call to fail if there are not necessary

permissions in place. Doing this allows keeping the authorization logic separate from the business logic in

the component the client is using. An interceptor could also be used to perform load balancing, transparently

distributing method calls to various equivalent objects.

)XUWKHU�GLVFXVVLRQV�RQ�&20��FDQ�EH�IRXQG�LQ�[42], [43], [44], [45], [46].
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���'&20�96��&25%$
DCOM, or rather MDCA described in chapter 6, is a Microsoft architecture that exists as a single implementation.
CORBA, on the other hand was defined by a consortium of vendors called the Object Management Group (OMG).
Many of the members of OMG have their own implementations of CORBA.

There have been some comparisons made between DCOM and CORBA. Most of them focus on which one of them
are going to be the GH�IDFWR standard, and not on how they actually perform. Since the biggest concern for
development companies (which is what the papers most of the time, are written for) is what they are going to be able
to sell and how much of it, this outcome is quite obvious. However, many of the writers that are concerned with
magazines seem to raise DCOM (or rather Microsoft) to the skies. On the other hand, those writing scientific papers
often have another opinion, claiming that the underlying structure of CORBA is better than that of DCOM, but that
CORBA is a more complex system to manage.

My intention is to present an approach, which differ a bit from the usual comparisons between DCOM and CORBA.
Afterwards a presentation of pros and cons of them both will be given. The work describes how DCOM and
CORBA solve distributed systems problems, without declaring the “winner”. The work was mainly carried out by
Imran Sayeed [47].

�����'&20�DQG�&25%$�VROYLQJ�GLVWULEXWHG�SUREOHPV
DCOM and CORBA both provide a framework for creating and using components that can interface with each other
– as well as with other applications, libraries, system software and networks – in a standard, well defined manner.
The fundamental difference between the two approaches is that CORBA was designed to be a distributed system
and support components that could exist anywhere on the network and DCOM (read COM) was not.

CORBA typically uses the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) for communication between components, but it is
possible to use raw DCE RPC as well. IIOP is a quite new standard for CORBA that was created to remove
interoperability problems between vendor specific communications. Before IIOP, it was up to the vendor to choose
the communication protocol. DCOM however, uses DCE RPC for its communication across machine boundaries.

An essential part of both frameworks is the value-added services they provide to components. These services are:
naming, security, persistence and data access, events and transactions.

�����'&20
The value-added services associated with DCOM are MTS, MSMQ, MCS and MMC. All of them are shortly
described in the MDCA section except for MMC. The Microsoft Management Console. Together they provide a set
of products, libraries and SDKs (Software Development Kits) for developing business-critical applications. The
following section examines how scalability, reliability, security and manageability are supported.

������� 6FDODELOLW\
Microsoft Transaction Server provides a set of interfaces and libraries that allow applications to easily scale as the
number of users and user data increase. MTS provides automated thread management, which allows individual
components to spawn multiple threads to handle increased demand without requiring developers to write tedious
thread code. It also offers resource pooling and database connection multiplexing to more efficiently distribute user
and data load across multiple replicated application components. This load balancing is limited to a single machine.

DCOM does not provide a centralized naming service. This essential part of a scalable architecture lets users locate
a particular application or component no matter where it resides in the enterprise. This allows the application to
handle an increasing number of geographically dispersed users.

DCOM will probably get the possibility to gain the Active Directory Service Interface (ADSI) with the release of
Windows 2000. ADSI allows components to seamlessly use a variety of existing naming services such as NetWare
Directory Service (NDS), Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and the Windows registry.
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������� 5HOLDELOLW\
Microsoft Message Queue Server (MSMQ), Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) and Microsoft Transaction Server
(MTS) all help develop and maintain reliable applications. MSMQ and MTS are described in their own sections of
this paper. MSCS organizes data stored in databases so that recovery from system failures is fast. MSCS
automatically restarts applications and provides automated failover between server machines.

������� 6HFXULW\
NT LAN Manager (NTLM) and Microsoft Transaction Server authenticate users and authorize checking via
Discretionary access control lists (DACLs).

There are seven levels of authentication that are used to identifying the caller: none, default, connect, call packet,
packet integrity and packet privacy (refer to section 7.5.1.5 for a description of them).

The MS Crypto API provides data encryption and integrity to prevent eavesdropping and tampering while the
Authenticode SDK uses digital signatures to provide non-repudiation. Other features such as Kerberos will be
supported with Windows 2000.

������� 0DQDJHDELOLW\
Microsoft Management Console (MMC) provides a unified graphical user interface for managing MTS and MSMQ
based components. Features include centralized configuration and administration as well as remote deployment of
components. MTS gathers various statistics about applications under its control. This information can be viewed in
the MMC.

According to Sayeed, there are two significant drawbacks to the DCOM technology:

1. First, DCOM is essentially a Windows-only solution
2. Second, he points out that many of the value-added services are very new and are still maturing in the enterprise

space.

�����&25%$
The value-added services provided by CORBA are collectively known as CORBA Services. Currently defined
services in CORBA 2.0 include Naming, Events, Life Cycle, Persistence, Relationship, Externalization, Transaction,
Concurrency, Property, Licensing, Time, Trader and Security. Of these, Naming, Events, Transaction, Trader,
Security, Life Cycle, Concurrency and Externalization services are available from different CORBA vendors.

How those services assist with scalability, reliability, manageability and security is described in the preceding
section.

������� 6FDODELOLW\
The Object Activation Daemon (OAD) and the Implementation Repository (IR), both part of the CORBA runtime,
allow efficient use of resources by only instantiating objects when required. The centralized Naming service
provides location independence for applications and their users, while the Trader service allows more sophisticated
component searches by providing a “Yellow Pages”-like model for registration. Static load-balancing among
multiple replicas of an application is available via the Naming service.

������� 5HOLDELOLW\
Reliability is provided through the Transactions service, which supports an Open Group Distributed Transaction
Processing (DTP) – compliant model for distributed transactions. Some CORBA vendors have implemented failover
support for both application servers and server platforms.

������� 6HFXULW\
There are two levels of security within CORBA. Level 1 allows an application that is unaware of security to
participate in a secure domain. It provides user authentication, authorization via ACLs, data encryption, and
integrity and optional non-repudiation.
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Level 2 requires applications to be security-aware, thus enforcing stronger versions of the security policies described
above for Level 1. There were not any Level 2 implementations available at the time of Sayeed’s writing in June
1998. There is also a “Level 0”, that has been defined by some vendors. It is a Secure Socket Layer implementation
of IIOP. It allows user authentication and data encryption.

������� 0DQDJHDELOLW\
Some vendors have sophisticated tools for centrally configuring and administering CORBA applications. One
vendor, Iona allows CORBA applications to be centrally managed from any SNMP-compliant system management
console.

Sayeed depicts, that “while CORBA’s main strength is allowing developers to use best-of-breed services from
different vendors, this capability is also its biggest weakness. It is very difficult, if not impossible, for example, to
get one vendor’s security implementation to work with another transaction service. Since no vendor has a complete
solution for addressing the above requirements, interaction issues are introduced when CORBA is used to build
business-critical applications.”

�����$GYDQWDJHV�DQG�GLVDGYDQWDJHV�ZLWK�'&20�DQG�&25%$
The pros and cons in table 4, are not based on the level of technology, rather the functionality today and in the
future, in the eyes of people interacting with the systems. They are the ones that finally are going to choose which
architecture to use.

'&20 &25%$
$'9$17$*(6

Microsoft has total control of the environments that it
supports which means that standardization is not an
issue. (Win NT, Win 95).

Many important organizations are involved with
CORBA, thus a large industry that probably want to
implement what they agree on.

Easy to make COM applications become distributed
(DCOM), and there are many COM-applications.

Supports many different environments.

Extensive support for multiple languages. Extensive support for multiple languages.
Language independent on a per-component level (as
long as the language support pointers).

Primarily implemented on top of very reliable
environments such as Unix and MVS makes it a good
choice for mission critical applications.

Easy to manage and use. Technically a better solution than DCOM.
Cheap and run on cheap computers. Strong load balancing (specification).
Large set of commercially available components.

',6$'9$17$*(6
There are DCOM ports to some 10-15 different
environments, but none of the ports allows MTS to be
run on the ported environment.

The consortium has big problems agreeing upon
standards. Thus, almost everything is up to the
individual vendor to specify, i.e. interoperability
problems between different CORBA implementations.

“Only” Microsoft that is backing up DCOM. Although language independent on a per application
level, it is not the same as a per component level.

The reliability of Windows NT (which is what DCOM
runs on) is not considered high enough for mission
critical applications.

Primarily implemented on top of expensive Unix or
MVS machines. (Though, there are implementations
for Linux available).

Load balancing is missing, which could be a
bottleneck for large networks.

Expensive.

7DEOH����$GYDQWDJHV�DQG�GLVDGYDQWDJHV�RI�'&20�DQG�&25%$�

9DOXDEOH�VRXUFHV�XVHG�IRU�LQIRUPDWLRQ�RQ�WKH�'&20�&25%$�WRSLF�ZHUH [48], [49], and [50].
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